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Legislators in stalemate over appropriations bill
BY MIKE DOSTIE
An informal, joint conference committee
of Republican and Democratic legislators
has made slight progress in their attempt •
to end the stalemate over the appropria-
tions bill now facing the special session.
The bill will determine how much money is
allocated to the university system.
Although he failed to elaborate
specifically. House Speaker John Martin of
Eagle Lake said the committee had seen
"some movement" in the direction of a
compromise but refused to predict when a
settlement would be reached. Martin has
extended the special session at least
through part of next week.
Sen. David Huber, chairman of the
Appropriations and Financial Affairs
Committee and an appointee to the
informal conference committee, said either
"the ability to reach a compromise or the
agreement to disagree will be reached
Friday."
Weekend
"Anyone of the recommendations we've
discussed as areas of compromise could be
cancelled out by either Senate, party or
joint leadership," the Republican
Falmouth resident explained. "I think it is
kind of counter-productive to go into
details. These may be just momentary
possibilities." Huber added there would be
a meeting of the ad hoc conference
committee and the legislative leadership
this morning to discuss the compromise
measures proposed behind closed doors
yesterday.
The predominantly Republican Senate
voted 16 to 13 Monday to send an
appropriations bill based on the Hay study-
on employe job reclassification to the
House for approval.
This Republican bill would provide an
average increase of 6.4 per cent for state
employes as well as a $500,000 allocation
for the university. The Democratic
members of the legislature favor an $8.9
million budget which would provide an $11
a week across-the-board increase for state
employes and an $800,000 allocation for
the University of Maine. Both bills also
provide for a $200,000 increase in student
aid for the university.
On Monday, an amendment to the
Republican version of the budget sub-
mitted by Orono State Senator Ted Curtis
was defeated 22 to 7. The amendment
would have added an additional $385,000
to the university's allocation under the
Republican bill.
A third proposal, submitted by Rep.
Louis Jalbert of Lewiston and supported by
Maine employe representatiaves, was
passed Tuesday by the Democrat domin-
ated House. But because the proposal
originated in the Senate and not the House
as required by the constitution, the Jalbert
proposal was derailed.
The bill would have generated a $15 a
week across-the-board pay increase by
upping the cigarette tax by 2 cents.
Governor James Longley had threatened to
veto the bill despite threats of an employe
strike if the measure was not passed.
Jalbert presently intends to bypass the
constitutional requirement by using a bill
submitted by Representatives Linwood
Palmer and Douglas Smith as a vehicle to
introduce the tax increase in the House.
Faced with this partisan split over the
bills, legislative leaders met Wednesday
and agreed to an informal committee of
conference to offer recommendations for a
compromise budget bill.
The members of the committee include
Senators David Huber. R-Falmouth,
Roland Carbonneau, D-Lewiston. and
Robert Clifford. D-Lewiston as well as
Representatives James Tierney, D-Lisbon
Falls, William Garsoe. R-Cumberland,
Douglas Smith. D-Dover-Foxcroft and
Laurence Bagley, R-Winthrop.
Meet the Candidates, page two
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Students gain voice in collective bargaining
BY MIKE DOSTIE
University of Maine students scored a
limited legislative victory Monday when
the Maine Senate agreed with the House to
override Gov. James Longley's veto of L.D.
2155. a bill authorizing three students to
participate in negotiations between the
university and its faculty.
Under the provisions of the bill, three
students, who will be nominated by
university student groups and approved by
the Board of Trustees "may meet and
confer with the university bargaining
team" before and during the negotiations
to "represent the interests and welfare of
students."
Governor Longley, who vetoed the bill on
March 31. argued that granting students a
voice in the bargaining process could
complicate, delay and possibly increase the
cost of the university-faculty negotiations.
He also stated the bill was "unnecessary"
since existing law does not prohibit the
university from gaining student input
during the collective bargaining process.
But the House voted 107 to 34 to override
the gubernatorial veto last Friday with the
Senate following suit on Monday by a vote
of 24 to 7.
A strong lobbying effort conducted by
Orono and Portland-Gorham student gov-
ernment representatives Jim McGowan,
Jim Cloutier and Mike Seavey aided in the
passage of the bill.
"I think it is damn good." Student
Government President McGowan com-
mented. "ft is not as much as I would like
to see us have but I think it was practical
for the moment. It was a compromise but
as far as getting a bill through and
overriding a governor's veto it proved what
students could do."
"If the Legislature recognizes some
basic student needs, they're looking at
students more credibly than they were two
or three years ago," McGowan added. "It
opens the door for all sorts of possibilities
for us as far as future legislation."
The bill was originally designed to place
students on the bargainjng table as voting
members. But according to Mike Seavey,
the Labor Committee members as well as
, state labor unions would not accept
students as voting members during the
negotiations. Rather than experience
defeat, the Orono and Portland-Gorham
lobbying contingent decided to com-
promise and have students serve in an
advisory capacity.
"lithe bargaining was going to happen
next year before the next legislative
session." McGowan said. "we've got to
get on the books right now. We had to
compromise. Something is better than
nothing."
John Marvin. executive director of the
Maine Teachers Association, said the
union does not oppose the amended
version of the bargaining bill, but did feel
the original bill would have damaged the
negotiations.
"Negotiations are a bilateral affair,"
Marvin explained, "carefully conducted
between management and labor, one
which is already difficult to carry out. To
introduce a third party is almost to
guarantee the negotiations will be hurt.
Particularly when it's just getting started."
The collective bargaining bill takes
effect July 1. 1976. Seavey said if the
university faculty do not receive a
substantial pay increase and do decide to
join a labor union next September under
the collective bargaining bill passed last
year. then negotiations would probably be
held in late December or January. If
faculty members fail to form a labor union
then the negotiations will not be held.
Seavey said.
"The bill gives us a voice that we can
build on." the senior vice-president said.
"We can go back to the Legislature and get
more in the future. It is also significant
because Maine now is only the third state
in the nation to recognize some student
input in the bargaining process."
Seavey was surprised the university
administration had not lobbied on the bill
at all in Augusta. He suspected the
administration opposed the bill but feared
a strong student reaction would hurt their
budget petition before the Legislature.
To support this contention. Seavey
pointed out that the Administrative Council
consisting of the administrators of the
seven campuses had previously voted 6 to 1
against the original version of the
bargaining bill.
Chancellor Patrick E. McCarthy denied
the university opposed the bill. "This bill
is actually what the administrative council
approved," the chancellor said, adding
that permitting students in the bargaining
process was "a step in the right direction."
Although any student group can techni-
cally nominate three students for the
bargaining panel. the members must be
"broadly representative of the various
campuses." Student government mem-
bers from all seven campuses, gathering
for a University of Maine Organization of
Student Governments (UMOSG) meeting
this weekend, plan to present three
nominees to the Board of Trustee.
"The Board of Trustees is the one who
appoints, we are just going to recommend
three." UMO Student Government Presi-
dent McGowan emphasized. "It's possible
they may not consider our request valid but
UMOSG does appoint the student mem-
bers on the other committees. I imagine
they'll at least take it seriously."
Mike Seavey of Portland-Gorham said he
would like to appoint "people who are
knowledgeable about what interests the
students have and about the general
seven campus situation, not people who
will suddenly find themselves at the
negotiations with a new educational
experience."
HEW slices financial aid,
summer work-study funds
BY JIM KILEY
A $168,000 cut by the federal Health
Education and Welfare department (HEW)
in UMO's 1976-77 federal financial aid
funds will virtually leave every student
with $150 less in next year's financial aid
award compared to last year and eliminate
approximately 200 work-study jobs this
summer.
In addition to this Maine's congressional
delegation has become "frustrated" in
their efforts to receive some sort of
feedback from HEW as to why the cutbacks
were made and whether any amount of it
could be restored.
UMO's Director of Student Aid, John E.
Madigan. said Wednesday, "I would guess
on the average an upperclassmen will get
$150 less student aid from us this year than
last year. and on top of that he'll have more
costs." Madigan also said. "Last year we
set out to employ 1300 students in the
summer, and we have reduced that total
for this coming summer to 1100. We're
going to have fewer jobs."
He said, "In many ways the real loss to
students is that often we were able to offer
jobs which were more meaningful to them
in relation to their major. We'll have some
problems that way now."
Cynthia Hilton of Rep. William Cohen's
•
office said Wednesday that all four of
Maine's congressmen, (Senators Edmund
Muskie and William Hathaway and
Representatives David Emery and Cohen)
have sent letters or been in touch with
HEW Secretary David Mathews about this
cutback, but none have received anything
more than an acknowledgment that their
letter was received.
She said, "This is absolutely ridiculous
that we're not g‘tting some answers, we're
very frustrated at the staff level." Hilton
said that since they weren't getting
answers individually, the four offices
would draw up a letter to be signed by all
four of Maine's elected officials.
UMO's Vice President for Student
Affairs, Arthur M. Kaplan, however
showed some optimism and said, "I expect
they'll (HEW) reconsider this cutback
because we've more than documented our
increased needs."
However. Madigan isn't planning on the
HEW. to restore any of the money in the
cutback. He said. "We applied for this
federal funding and they reduced our
application. Not only did they not give us
the 11.2 percent increase we asked for, but
they reduced our application below the
level of approval for last year. The office of
education has made a distribution, and the
continued on page 12
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Candidates present platforms at GSS meeting
BY JAC ROY
Wednesday's General Student Senate
meeting was the place to be if you wanted
to learn about and listen to the candidates
running for President and Vice President of
Student Government.
The first to speak was Diane Elze,
running for Vice President on a ticket with
Dan O'Leary.
Elze started out her speech by refering
to the Collective Bargaining Bill. She
applauded the work the students have
done in this area and stated it is an
important first step. However, both she
and O'Leary stated they agree with the
governor's veto.
They feel students will be led into
believing they have rights which in
actuality they do not have. The students.
she stated are not allowed a veto or even a
vote, rather they are simply part of the
university bargaining team. The long
range goal that Elze supported was the
organization of students on campus into an
autonomous union that would be able to
negociate with the administration as a
collective bargaining unit.
Another important issue, she stressed.
was that of "commaaication" or "the lack
of it" as she put it. "It's not just student
apathy we're talking about" she said. "it's
that students aren't excited enough into.
finding out what GSS is doing. "We'll give
students something to get excited about"
she continued. She proposed a newsletter
published monthly by student government
Vk ou I d inform students of what the senate
was doing. committee reports. etc.
In conclusion Elze stated she was not
familiar with the role of GSS Vice President
but had much outside experience in related
fields.
Next to speak was Men i Strang—running
with Bob Small. Men i informed the
senators she was well aware of the duties
of the Vice Presidency having served in the
past on several committees and dealing
with issues in which a Vice President's
concerns lie. Strang stated if the new GSS
constutition is adopted which now proposes
the Vice President rather than the
President preside over senate meetings,
she would be willing to assume this
responsibility as well.
One issue she proposed was the
improvement of communicati, a by moving
the senate meetng to a different commons
rather than remaining in one location.
Strang's main interest is with the
Committee on Committees. She expressed
the desire to review all existing committees
with the possibility of consolidating some.
The third candidate for the Vice
Presidency, Dan Casavant, stated he had
no intention of concerning himself with the
issues at the present time. Rather he spoke
of two areas he would like to see
implemented into the senate.
His first area dealth with the Finance
Committee. Casavant feels the Finance
Committee should not have to send
resolutions before the senate but should
have the power to approve these them-
selves. In response to a question from the
floor claiming student government was run
by an elite finance committee, Casavant
didn't feel this was the case. He stated if
senators had any questions about finance
they could go before the committee.
His second area dealth with the
possibiltiy of awarding college credits to
student senate members. He wasn't sure
he felt it was important to most students
involved.
The first presidential candidate to speak
was Carl Pease.
"Why am 1 running for President of
Student Government. .1 guess it's because
it's time I stop telling people what to do
and do it myself" Pease said. Pease stated
student government is more than a "toy
government", and feels the GSS should
perform a meaninful function for students.
Pease feels the students need to increase
their control in Residential Life and the
Union. "We students pay 10 percent of the
cost for the operation of the Dormitories
and the cafeteries through our Room and
Board Fees, thus we should have a much
greater control over the policies that come
out of Residential Life" Pease Said. "The
Union is a little harder to justify" Pease
continued, "but anything that has such a
great impact on the lives of the students
should be more under their direction."
Pease advocated the creation of student
organizations around departments and/or
majors. The existence of these organ-
izations would increase student involve-
ment, he stated. Pease concluded that
students have too long been the junior
partners of the University and that it was
about time they received a promotion.
The second presidential candidate to
speak, Bob Small, spoke on three main
issues—the Tuition Hike, Co-op Housing,
and the Tenants Union.
Concerning student involvement Small
stated "Students don't care because they
don't know and it's going to take a lot of
work to educate the students, but we've
got to get control of ourselves."
"We've also got to decide if we're a
representatiave organization of students"
he added. In his speech he stated the time
had come to end the days when student
government is a two person staff consisting
of the President and Vice President.
Small mentioned he would like to see an
expansion of Student Legal Services.
The final presidential candidate of the
evening was Dan O'Leary. O'Leary
JAZZ BLUES CLASSICAL
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That's a dollar off our regular price
• All double albums are one dollar
off their regular price.
• This sale price includes all albums in
the store except (of course) those all
ready on sale in our regular sale bin
from $1.98 to $3.99.
• Sale starts Thurs. 10 a.m. ends Sun. 6 p.m.
THE
Augmented Fifth
RECORD SHOP
28 Mill St.° Orono
OPEN: Sat.-Wed. 10-6, Thurs.-Fri. 10-8. Tel. 866-2013
presented his platform as a very issue-
oriented one.
One of the areas he mentioned was that
of Academic Reform. He advocated greater
student input into Tenure decisions,
keeping faculty research at its present level
and the proposition of a Department
Council within each academic department.
Such councils would make all decisions
concerning curriculum, allocation of
resources and the retention and promotion
of faculty.
O'Leary also advocated increased pro-
gramming for Indian Studies and Women's
Studies.
Also on his list was opposition to the
Parking Fees and Health Center Fees now
being reviewed by the Trustees.
On the subject of the Bookstore—one of
O'Leary's strongest issues—he feels an
independent audit of the bookstore should
be made and all figures released publicly.
The candidates will be campaigning until
election day next Wednesday. April 14th.
Before the candidates took the platform,
Senate President Jim McGowan told the
senators the Collective Bargaining bill,
designed to allow the Board of Trustees to
select three students to sit with the
university bargaining team in collective
bargaining negotiations, had been vetoed
by Governor Longley. however the legis-
lature voted to override the Governor's
veto, therefore putting the bill into law.
The GSS had been working for some time
to get this bill through and McGowan
expressed pleasure in its passage.
The Collective Bargaining Bill be-coming
law proved to be a main point of interest for
some of the candidates on Wednesday
evening.
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Vandals recently demolished the
UMO forestry camp in Princeton,
Maine, smashing windows,
skewing records and chopping
chairs and doors into
Nothing was reported
however. Damages were
ated at $5,000.
pieces.
stolen,
estim-
Vandals devastate
forestry summer camp
A wave of vandalism hit the Princeton.
Me.. forestry summer camp last month
creating damages totalling $5,000. The
only clues the vandals left behind were
footprints which indicated to Princeton's
sheriff the damage was done by three or
four young people. Similar damage had
also been done to 10 summer camps in the
area.
The forestry camp has 14 cabins, a main
building and a ladies' washroom. All the
locks on the doors were broken, the
windows were smashed and the doors were
chopped up. In the main building the
cast-iron stoves were tipped over and some
were broken as were all the stove pipes.
Chairs, light fixtures, plates and dishware
were also demolished.
In the cabins many of the mattresses
were torn apart with either axes or
machetes. There was no serious damage to
the internal structure, except for a few
leaning partitions. In one cabin the
Vandals had tried to start a fire with
mattress stuffing. "Fortunately," said Dr.
Marshall Ashley, director of summer
camp programs. "the fire went out."
Two canoes in the equipment room had
been severely damaged, and Ashley said it
will be expensive to restore the canoes to
usable condition. There was no evidence of
anything being stolen, Ashley said. No
motive was given.
Two years ago another case of vandalism
as well as theft occurred at the forestry
camp. In two different break-ins that
winter, damage totalled $1,000, including
the cost of labor and materials to put the
place back together. All the copper tubing
was stolen as well.
Caretaker Clifford Nelson of Princeton
checks the place regularly and the
Princeton sheriff also has a schedule that
takes him there every 10-1S days. But this
time a snowmobiler discovered the damage
and reported it to the Washington County
sheriffs office.
Despite its condition the forestry camp
will be used this summer. A S250
deductible insurance policy will cover the
cost of repairing it. Ashley is looking for a
carpenter to start work on it immediately.
However, he said the department is
seriously thinking about abandoning the
site and going where there is more
security. "I feel that there is a very good
chance that's going to happen." Ashley
said.
One unique characteristic of the camp.
Ashley pointed out, is the program is fully
paid for by the students. There is no
general funding by the university other
than in the case of an emergency such as
this. Salaries are paid by the university but
the general maintenance, gas and food are
all paid for by the students. "The program
supports itself 100 per cent." Ashley said.
Third World expert to speak
on Kissinger and foreign policy
Next Tuesday, April 13, the Distin-
guished Lecture Series will present Eqbal
Ahmad, a specialist on the third world, to
speak on Henry Kissinger and U.S foreign
policy.
A popular lecturer and teacher, Ahmad
is best known for his writings on
revolutionary warfare and counter-
insurgency, which have appeared in
popular as well as scholarly journals such
as the New York Times. the Washington
Post. Harpers. The Atlantic Monthly, and
the Journal of International Affairs.
Ahmad is the author of two books on
U.S. global strategy and military planning
in the 1970's and reaction and revolution in
the third world. He is considered one of the
most outstanding orators and lecturers in
the United States today, and is completing
a book on Henry Kissinger. who many feel
is the most powerful and influential figure
in Washington today. He has titled his talk
The Nature of Henry Kissinger and How
He Has Determined U.S. Global Policy.
At age 42. Ahmad holds a Ph.D. in
political science from Princeton University
where he was awarded the University's
highest academic honor for graduate
students. He has taught at the University
of Illinois. Cornell University, and the
Adlai Stevenson Institute in ChicagO,
writing and lecturing on the third world
and comparative revolutions.
He is a Fellow of the Institute for Policy
Studies (Washington D.C.) and Director of
its Amsterdam affiliate. the Transnational
Institute. He is a member of the editorial
board of Afrique-Asie. a mass circulation
publication issued fortnightly in Paris.
LEconomiste du Tiers Monde, a Paris
monthly. and Race. the journal of the
Institute of Race Relation. London.
Ahmad's DLS speech will be in room 101
of the new English-Math building at 8 p.m.
Feminist social views aired
"The bottom 60 per cent of people in this
country own less than ten per cent of the
means of production, while the top fifth of
the people own three fourths of the means.
We must change this," said Marjorie
Gellerman, member of the Democratic
Socialist Organizing Committee.
Gellerman, also a member of the
National Orgainzation for Women (NOW).
was the guest speaker at a panel discussion
on "Feminism and Socialism" Monday
night in Coe Lounge.
Panelists included Karen Edgecomb, a
client advocate for the office of Rehabil-
itation; Fran Blubaugh, former case worker
at the department of public aid in Chicago;
Burton Hatlen. UMO English faculty
member; and Janet Krofta, specialist in
consumer economics.
"The kind of socialism I think is
important." said Gellerman. 'is a change
in the basic system—changing control and
authority."
In the Massachusetts primaries, a poll of
voters showed 70 per cent of Jackson and
Wallace supporters feel the basic
economic and political decisions in this
country are made under the influence of
big corporations. said Gellerman.
"It we don't change the power
structure." said Gellerman," nothing else
is important. We can't fall back on the
.basic idealogy of socialism—the change
must reflect feminism, civil rights. etc."
"Any socialist must support the goals of
the feminist movement." said Hatlen. He
also said, "Feminists can work against
socialism."
The feminist movement can develop into
two branches, he explained. In the first.
the women work to overcome sexual
oppression, but as they become more
powerful. they perpetuate the same
system. In the second, the women work to
remove oppression for all.
"For the last five years feminism has
been the matrix for revolutionary ideas.
Women are more conscious of oppression
than most men," Hatlen said.
Gellerman said she too was afraid
women will get into power and cont.nue the
same type of oppression.
"They may lose sight of the act the
power structure must be ch nged."
Gellerman said. "We must knit the two
movements together and sv( rk for
change." she concluded.
Student volunteers man ambulance
BY DAN GASS
A volunteer student group at UMO
contributed approximately 13.000 hours of
their time last year to benefit the university
and local towns.
40 student members of the University
Volunteer Ambulance Corps (LIVAC),
donated their time and service to help with
emergency calls needing ambulance and
first aid equipment.
The 13,000 hours was computed by
Dwight Corning. president of UVAC, who
added UVAC doesn't operate during
vacations or summer recess.
According to Coming, UVAC's purpose
is to supply qualified ambulance atten-
dants to supplement the university health
services in emergency cases.
UMO Fire Marshal Duane Brasslett,
chief advisor, said the unit came into
existence in the fall of 1973. Before then
the campus police handled emergency
calls, he said.
Alan Reynolds, UMO director of police
and safety. suggested the volunteer squad.
Brasslett said, and the response to the call
for volunteers was overwhelming. He said
that of about 100 applicants, 60 were
selected. Since then, the number has
dropped to about 40, which seems to be the
ideal number to function properly. Brass-
lett added.
To be a member of the corps, a student
has to go through special training.
according to Bob Norman, vice-president
of UVAC. Norman explained that a
member, to be licensed by the State of
Maine, must complete a 60-hour first aid
course and know something about cardio-
pulmonary-resuscitation.
Once this course is completed, the
student is a licensed ambulance attendant.
A member can further his medical
knowledge and take the Emergency
Medical Technician course, which is an
additional 81 hours of intruction Norman
added. Ten members of UVAC are
qualified as emergency med techs, said
Norman, with six members taking the
course for future qualification.
Five UVAC members are licensed Red
Cross Instructors. Thus, he said, the unit is
not only well-trained but highly motivated,
as they receive no money for their work.
Corning, a UMO sophomore from
Hamilton, Mass. described how the unit
functions.
The 40-person team, including 12
women, operates in shifts Monday through
Friday from 6 p.m. to 7 a.m. at the Police
and Safety Building, where the ambulance
is located. They usually operate in
three-person teams, wiJi the more ex-
perienced member acting as team chief.
On weekends, the groups work 12-hour
shifts, manning the ambulance 24 hours a
day on the weekends.
Corning said UVAC is now trying to
operate during class hours, Monday
through Friday. The people who want this
extra duty have communication devices
with them that bleep when the ambulance
is needed. The member then immediately
leaves what he or She is doing, whether it's
a class or eating lunch, and goes to the
ambulance's destination. In effect, UVAC
is now operating 24 hours a day, every day,
Corning said.
According to Norman, who comes from
the Waterville area, UVAC serves the
UMO campus primarily, including stu-
•
dents. faculty, staff, and classified v.oi
kers. There is no charge for the services
rendered by UVAC. The unit also backs up
other emergency units from Orono and Old
Town.
Norman said last year UVAC answered
about 260 emergency calls. So-far this year
UVAC has answered 36 calls, which is a
little ahead of last year's rate. Norman
said. The calls are for a variety of reasons,
including fractured legs. heart attacks.
overdoses of drugs. seizures. etc.. he said.
After answering the call, the corps
provides assistance in getting the patient
' into the ambulance and provides life
support procedures such as giving oxygen.
taking blood pressures. pulses, etc..
Norman said. He added that no member
can give medication, injections, or start
intravenous solutions. He also said no
members drive the ambulances. That job is
left to the campus police.
Equipment for the ambulance and the
ambulance itself were obtained through a
federal grant, Fire Marshal Brasslett said.
Most medical supplies in the ambulance
are furnished by the Cutler Health Center,
he added.
Asked what they received for giving so
much of their time for no money. both
Norman and Corning said the excitement,
responsibility, and self-satisfaction in
being able to help others keeps them
going. Both are also members of the
Orono Volunteer Rescue Squad. and
Corning belongs to a professional unit in
his hometown during the summer. They
also said some members want to pursue
this line of work for a career, and feel the
experience gained here can better their
chances for future work in health care.
4 '1111.4 1104!rie
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The Big Four?
During the last decade of the nineteenth
century, the state of Maine was nearly in charge
of the United States Congress. Our
representatives held some of the most powerful
positions that could be had by the legislators of
that day.
It was during the terms of Presidents
Benjamin Harrison, Grover Cleveland, and
William McKinley that Mainers owned the
following titles on Capitol Hill at one time or
another:
Speaker of the House, Secretary of State,
Acting Vice President, Majority Leader of the
Senate, Chairman of Ways and Means, Secretary
of War, Secretary of the Navy, and Chief Justice
of the Supreme Court (he hailed from Illinois but
was born and raised in Augusta.)
Of course, they all didn't hold office together,
but the point is that once upon a time Maine had
a very strong slate of representatives in
Congress and in the Cabinet, men of much
influence, men respected for participation as
well as power.
A gullible follower of current broadcast and
press reports might mistakenly jump to the
conclusion that Maine's current contribution to
representative government is at least as active
and influential as those denizens of ancient
administrations.
But if you read between the lines, or listen
between the cues of those canned tapes from the
Capitol recording studios, you might discover
that a lot of them are not press reports—they are
press releases, probably drafted by UMO interns
even.
Most recently, the Big Four (Rep. David
Emery, Rep. William Cohen, Sen. William
Hathaway, and Sen. Edmund Muskie) whipped
out statements and joint letters to the Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare to bemoan
HEW's cut of federal student aid funding for
Maine Campus / April 9. 191c
UMO. They'll claim pretty soon they've
convinced Secretary Matthews to reconsider his
decision, when they get another form letter
saying how much the Secretary understands
their concern...
Where were they when UMO's request for an
11 per cent increase in funds first went in to
HEW?
In case you hibernated over vacation, note that
the Army gun-nuts gave their big machine gun
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contract to a company in Belgium, whose guns
cost twice as much as a model produced by a
weapons firm in Saco, Maine. That one really
upset the boys, although they saw it coming
quite awhile ago, as did Governor Longley.
They've almost been making excuses for the
decision all along, an airplane purchase
trade-off, unfair testing, discrimination, broken
promises.
But where were they when the promises were
first broken, when the Army rescinded its
desicion to award the contract to the Saco firm to
they could give the foriegners a chance to steal
Maine jobs? Where were they when the Saco
company first learned their gun was being tested_
unfairly in field trials.?
Now there's Loring Air Force base, which
along with several other facilities, nationwide, is
scheduled for a significant diminution soon,
probably to follow the Bangor Air installation's
record.
Now there's a move to take contracts for the
construction of a few "patrol frigates" away
from the Bath Iron Works. Now there's a
cutback in food stamps, now there's a cutback in
AFDC. Now this, now that.
Do we have clout in Washington? We've got
one committee chairman—and a powerful one at
that, Muskie of the Senate Budget
Committee—one member of the Federal
Maritime Commission, an ambassador to
somewhere, and Peter Kyros, who has been
hanging around lobbying waiting to strike back
at Emery.
The representatives we have are four very fine
men. They are respected by their colleagues in
their fields of special expertise, and they deserve
our respect for fulfilling their legislative
responsibilities and for always leading with their
conscience.
But they need to pay a little more attention to
keeping the federal fires stoked under Maine's
stewing problems and programs, instead of
waiting until their state has been shunted to the
back burners of bureaucracy to apply the heat.
lettersletterslettersletterslettersletterslettersletters
Concert Committee defends itself
To the Editors:
I would like to respond to Gary
Robb's commentary in the most
recent Arts and Entertainment
section of the Maine Campus. On
behalf of the Concert Committee,
I would like to thank Gary for his
recent interest and criticism, we
will always be in need of both of
these valliable inputs The
commentary, however, is mis-
leading on many points, and I
would like to address these
points.
This has been a year of growing
pains. To review previous years
illustrates the recent growth. In
the year '73-'74 the SGCC
presented three shows: Tom
Rush. John Sebastian. and Seals
and Crofts. The year '74-'75
brought us another three shows;
Jon Edwards, James
Montgomery, and the Earl
Scruggs Review. The current year
of '75-'76 is presenting nine
shows; Aztec Two-Step. James
Montgomery. and the Fart
Holly Near, The New Riders of
the Purple Sage. the Outerspace
Band. Gary Burton Quintet, the
Duke Ellington Orchestra. Michal
Urbaniak and Urszala Dudziak.
and the David Bromberg Band.
The upcoming year '76-'77 may
involve additional growth with the
assimilation (contingent upon
budget cutting) of classical music
programming.
Returning to the allegations in
the commentary, we find four
musical acts mentioned early in
the article. The SGCC has made a
consistent effort to ignore the
ever popular Jon Edwards for the
very reasons that Mr. Robb
presents. Gary Burton was
booked by administrative fiat (not
my own) to fill a date vacated by
another act. The SGCC made an
offer to Arlo Guthrie in the same
time period as PoGo's offer (at a
higher price and through a larger
agency). Mr. Guthrie refused the
engagement "preferring to stay
within reach of the recording
session that he's doing." Maria
Muldaur was considered by the
SGCC for a March concert.
however, the committee deckled
in favor of a rock act (Elvin
Bishop) over the female vocalist.
During the same time period we
were attempting to help the
people at Bangor Auditorium to
present Peter Frampton. The
SGCC offer on Bishop was
accepted, and we began the
promotion machine (tickets
ordered, posters to the presses.
The Maine Campus is a twice-weekly journal of the
history of the University of Maine at Orono community,
published at the University of Maine. Editorial and
business offices located at 106 Lord Hall. Orono Maine
04473. Telephone 207-581-7531. Advertising rates
available on request Printed at The Ellsworth
American.Ellsworth. Maine.
etc.). In early March, Paragon,
Bishop's management, backed
out. The Auditorium failed to
secure the date with Frampton,
and it was late too late to arrange
a show for March.
Mr. Robb raises the question
concerning our methods ol
booking. Tom Waits, Ark
Guthrie, and Maria Muldaur are
rock performers? 1 was under the
misguided impression that they
were classified respectively as
(olk. folk, and female vocalist.
There seems to be little difference
between the availabilities list for
northern New England that
comes out of either New York or
Boston. It has been the assess-
ment of all concert chairmans that
I have spoken to, that the
agencies located in New England
and booking New England are
more consistent in delivering acts
at better prices to New England
schools. The one show that the
SGCC booked through New York
this past year was handles poorly
by the agency. And who are these
agencies that Helmut has dis-
covered? Pretty Polly delivered
Guthrie. Pretty Polly is a small
agency in Boston that does most
of its business by handling local
groups. You might ask Helmut
what Ray Charles is costing him.
and then ask Helmut what
Charles is getting for other
engagements in the area set up
by Don Law or Lordly & Dame.
You might ask me why the price
I'm paying for Urbaniak-Dudziak
is less that their other dates in
New England.
I would like to refute any
knowledge of a "'no rock show'
policy." This allegation is wholly
untrue. The only policies that I
am aware of are 1) to attempt to
present a balanced series of
concerts, and 2) a policy
concerning fiscal responsibility.
All concerts presented in the
Orono
-Bangor area are consid-
ered by the committee in
selecting shows. MUAB and
SUAB have presented folk talent,
which is reflected in our present
bias against doing folk shows.
Bangor Auditorium has, though
different agencies, presented
some input to the local rock
market (ZZ Top, Shanana, Kiss,
Aerosmith).
Finally. I would like to add my
own commentary on campus unity
and cooperative support. I am
sincerely disappointed at the
noticable lack of reporting on the
entertainment activities here at
The Maine Campus
JEFF W. BEEBE
Editor
UMO. Your "Entertainment
Guide" lists shows in Portland
and Bangor in April and none in
Orono. Your "Bar Guide" lists
shows in community bars and
ignores the Damn Yankee and
Bears Den. There's a full page
story on a concert at Portland-
Gorham, and not a word about
our upcoming show with the Duke
Ellington Orchestra. I would like
to suggest that it is this type of
public service reporting that
leaves students here at UMO
uninformed of entertainment
activities that they are spon-
soring. This lack of commun-
ication and cooperation abets
poor attendance and eventual
cutbacks in entertainment actit
ties here at UMO. We are trying
to offer more concerts for a wider
campus audience. Our choices
may differ at times, but this does
not seem to be adequate grounds
for lack of cooperation and
support. I hope that in the future
we can work together to present
and inform students about enter-
tainment here on the UM()
campus.
Philip C. Spalding
Chairman,
UMO Concert Committee
Lsa Perro. Managing Editor
Peter L. Wilkinson, Managing Editor
George Almasi. Sports Editor
Rhett Wieland. Photo Editor
Ga,/ Robb, Entertainment Editor
Laura Stanko. Production Manager
Theresa Brault, Typesetting Director
Mark S. Hayes, Advertising Director
Ann Stone, Sales Representative
Ellen Commoss, Safes Representative
Jan Roberts, Sales Representative
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Lettersletterslettersletterslettersletterslettersletters
Film fans
ungracious
To the Editors:
The line began forming at
about 5:15 for the 7:00 showing of
the MUAB movie, "Blazing
Saddles." By 6:00. when the
ticket window opened, the line
extended down the entire left
corridor of Memorial Union. At
6:30, the first showing was
completely sold out, and MUAB,
seeing that the number of people
still waiting was large enough to
almost sell out the second show,
decided to move that show ahead
from 9:30 to 9:00, and to add a
third showing at 10:30. The 9:00
showing was sold out at 7:40 and
the 10:30 showing was 2/3 full.
From the minute that the ticket
window opened and throughout
the night. MUAB had to listen to
complaint after complaint. "Why
is there such a long liner' —Why
did you change the showtimes?"
and "Why can't I use my 7:00
tickets for the 10:30 show?" were
the most popular complaints.
Inside the auditorium, the
students were acting as if they
were still in high school. Or
maybe junior high school? Un-
civilized cat calls, chants and foot
stomping was all that could be
heard. One patron, on vacation
from New York, commented on
Maine culture by saying that we
farmers just didn't know any
better.
MUAB tried hard to please as
many people as possible. Tickets
were being sold at the rate of
twenty per minute. which is one
ticket every three seconds! In
addition to the regular paid
workers, extra volunteers gave
their free time helping with
tickets and management. Some
patrons understood their
problem, and waited in line
patiently; in fact, one even
Lompliniented MUAB on adding a
third show. But the majority of
students aren't yet civilized so
they acted the only way that they
knew how to, like assholes.
In the future. I think that
MUAB should get movies that are
less popular, and make it easy for
themselves. If the regularly
heduled slunk ings sell out. l
think that they should just close
the ticket window and go out to a
party. Who cares if 400 people
have to go away without seeing
the movie?
a MUAB member
Name withheld by request
Retain our natural beauty
To the Editors:
Many campuses across the
country are barren, concrete
jungles with little, if any, natural
beauty. However, we at UMO are
fortunate enough to have a
beautiful, well-landscaped
campus. Since Maine is a rural,
largely undeveloped state, it is
only proper that UMO—being a
representative of the state—
should remain as integrated with
the surrounding countryside as
possible.
With natural environments
becoming less prevalent in most
of the nation, it's a shame that
there are people who insist on
destroying shrubbery around the
campus. I've seen several ex-
amples of this thoughtlessness
such as:a pine hedge near Wells
with three sections reduced to a
bare stump; a newly planted tree
on the mall with several branches
broken off. It's bad enough that,
due to disease, we are losing
many of our elm trees, without
the replacement trees being
destroyed also.
I ask anyone who has willingly
destroyed or mutilated any veget-
ation to consider the campus with
no trees or shrubs at all. This
would certainly decrease the
beauty and enjoyment of our
campus.
Jay Clement 11
Commentary 
HOWARD
NEVILLE/ Examine the facts LONGLEVI Not unreasonable
JAMES B
There is much to contemplate in the
two editorials "U of M: Taking Stock"
and "U of M: Time to Choose" which
appeared in the Bangor Daily News on
March 16 and 17. As I understand the
first editorial, you are in agreement with
the University statement that we need
more money than is currently appro-
priated for next year and you recognize
that, "without funding programs will be
eliminated; the university's fine public
service operation will be hobbled; some
important student services will be
:urtailed; some jobs will be lost (102 on
the Orono campus alone), and curriculum
will suffer." But, in your judgement the
university has an alternative to re-
questing additional funds from Maine's
taxpayers—namely, raising its tuition.
In the second editorial you suggest that
we must re-assess our —admissions
policies and think in terms of providing a
'quality' education for a moderate
number of the state's young people:" the
alternative—providing an opportunity for
higher education to as many qualified
students as possible,—will, you your
judgement, cause the state to "go
broke."
I am in agreement with much of what
you write. This is indeed a time to "take
stock" and a "time to choose." However,
as is so often the case, the choice has
consequences. Allow me to submit the
following observations:
I. It is true that the University can raise
its tuition. Let us examine the data.
Current tuitions for New England land-
grant universities are: University of
Connecticut $350; University of Massa-
chusetts $550; University of New Hamp-
shire $900; University of Rhode Island
$710; University of Vermont $1100. The
average in-state tuition of these land-
grant universities other than Maine is
$722. The University of Maine's present
tuition is $575. We have already
announced an increase of $100 for next
year, bringing our tuition to 8675. You
argue we should be at the average; in
fact, we are nearly so. You rightly point
out the taxes that other New England
states generate. Can we then argue that
our citizens can afford the same tuition as
our wealtheir compatriots?
2. You raise the question, Can we
afford our open-door admissions policy?
Well, what is our "open door" policy? It
is the opportunity for all the sons and
daughters of Maine who can profit from it
to acquire the education which will get
them better jobs and will make them
better contributors to the state. But when
we rank 49th among the states in the
percentage of our high school graduates
going on to any form of higher education.
we may have a clue to our high
unemployment rate. A more realisitc
question might be. "Can we afford not to
have an open door admissions policy?"
Our graduates get jobs and contribute to
our state's revenues, rather than draining
them. In 1975 the nationwide jobless rate
for college graduates was 2.9%; the rate
for high school graduates with no access
to higher education was 9.1%.
3. It should be remembered that, in the
current request before the legislature we
are not asking for additional funds, we
are not even asking for funds sufficient to
offset inflation. We are asking for enough
dollars for a 31/2% wage and salary
adjustment for 1976-77 (after no changes
of any kind in the current year) and that
our current state appropriation not be cut
10%. You suggest that denial of this
request will force us to "struggle with the
rest of Maine against the tide of hard
times." But you should know that we
have been struggling; like you, our fuel
bill has risen, our phone bill has risen.
Like most, we have had to curtail
activities we hoped to offer so that we
could cover these rising costs. Most
citizens of Maine have not had to face this
year on the same income as last; we have.
Our request, in light of these hard times.
is only that we face next year with the
same state appropriation—not a 10%
reduction—and a very modest wage
adjustment. But, that is not the issue.
The issue is whether or not we can
continue to provide the current level of
service to the citizens of Maine.
4. You rightly remark, "If someone is
being short-changed. and that 'someone'
is education, something is wrong." I
cannot say whether or not education in
general is being short-changed. But I
believe very strongly that higher
education is being given the short end.
Maine ranks 47th among the states in the
percentage of its state expenditures
devoted to higher education. In 1970-71,
13.5 of undedicated state general fund
revenue was devoted to the University of
Maine system operation. If the current
appropriation for the University stands,
the percentage will dwindle to 9.6%. But
it is not only higher education which is
being short-changed—it is the citizens of
Maine. It is the young people who will get
less than they deserve and who, in the
years ahead, will not be able to compete
on the same grounds as those who have
gone on before.
Maine taxpayers do bear a heavy
burden in reaftion to their ability to pay.
But the choice is not, as you suggest,
between a diminished university and
going broke. We must reorder our
priorities. It is not only a question of more
tax dollars; it may be both a question of
more tax dollars and better use of the
ones we have.
In the end, the people of Maine will get
the kind, size and quality University they
demand and are willing to support. You
are quite right. "this state must choose,"
but those choosing should know the facts.
The guest column entitled "Examine
the Facts" authored by Howard R.
Neville that appeared in the Bangor Daily
News on Saturday. March 20th, deals
with three different aspects of state
support for the University of Maine
system. He raises a question as to
whether the people in Maine are making
an appropriate effort to provide tax
support for the Unilversity of Maine
system. Second. he raises the issue as the
whether the tuition at the University of
Maine is reasonable in comparison with
other New England states claiming that
it is about average. And third, he raises
the question as to what alternatives the
University of Maine has if the legislature
does not appropriate increased funds.
In responding to these points I am
drawing heavily on data provided on state
support to higher education as published
in the March 8. 1976 Chronicle of Higher
Education. These data are the results of
These two commentaries are
reprinted with permission of the
Bangor Daily News. Neville's was
published March 20, Longley's
March 30. 1976.
an extensive study done by D. Kent
Halstead, who is a research economist at
the National Institute of Education. The
data on tuition and fees is drawn directly
from the 1975-76 Fact Book of the New
England Board of Higher Education.
With regard to the tax effort made by
the people Maine, in the Halstead Study
of each of the fifty states and the District
of Columbia. he made direct determina-
tions of the capacity of each state to levy
or to raise state and local tax and they
also measured the effort expended by
each of the states. It probably surprises
no one to find that Maine ranked 43rd
among the 50 states in its capacity to
raise state and local taxes. Yet, when the
economists studied the effort made by the
people to raise state and local taxes, they
found that Maine ranked 5th amongst the
50 states.
The second major point raised by Dr.
Neville in his guest column dealt with the
tuition charged by the University of
Maine as compared to other state
universities in New England.
According to the New England Board
of Higher Education the tuition and fees,
exclusive of room and board charges, per
student at each of the six state
universities for the current 1975-76 school
year is as follows:
University
of
Tuiton
for in-state
students
Vermont (Burlinoton
N.H. (at Durham)
Conn. (Storrs)
R.I. (Kingston)
Mass. (at Amherst)
Maine (at Orono)
$1245
974
764
710
591
575
Tuition
for out-of-state
Students
$3075
2694
1814
1 750
1391
1 750
As the above figures clearly demon-
strate. the University of Maine at Orono's
tuition is far from average in New
England as claimed by Dr. Neville but in
fact is absolutely rock-bottom for in-state
students and next to lowest for out-of-
state students. Dr. Neville indicates that
there are plans underway to increase
tuition at the University of Maine.
In particular, I believe that the
University of Maine should be charging
out-of-state students the full cost of their
education. With the scarcity of tax dollars
in Maine there seems to be little
justification for the people of Maine to be
paying for the educational costs of
non-Maine students.
The third and final point raised by Dr.
Neville in his guest column had to do with
what alternatives were available to the
University of Maine if the Legislature
does not appropriate the additional funds
the University has requested. I would
refer Dr. Neville and other officials at the
University of Maine to the many studies
and recommendations submitted to the
trustees and-or the present as well as
prior chancellor which offered them clear
directions as to how they can indeed
realize savings of several million dollars
which can be put to work to improve the
ducational opportunities and the quality
of the educational programs run by the
University of Maine. Frankly. I feel that if
the Trustees will listen and act as fiscally
responsible as state government is now
acting and the private colleges have to
act, that they would voluntarily lighten
the load of Maine's taxpayers and
request less money than They now
receive, let alone demand more as they
are now attempting to do. No doubt the
university administration and the
trustees can identify cost—effective steps
to be taken in addition to those already
suggested. If this is true, so much the
better.
The people of Maine have demon-
strated clearly by the effort they make in
paying state and local taxes, that they are
willing to provide good education for
Maine young people. The state's prior-
ities are very favorably disposed to higher
education as indicated in the amount of
dollars appropriated per student in public
higher education. This effort made by
Maine people and Maine state govern-
ment makes it possible for Maine young
people to attend the University of Maine
at the lowest possible tuition of any public
institution in New England. What we are
calling for at this point in time is for an
effort - on the part of the university to
become as cost-effective as possible. As
Governor of the State of Maine. I do not
believe that request to be inappropriate
or unreasonable.
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study facility for
BY DEBORAH STRUMELLO
"Student groups are pleased with the
homelike atmosphere of the building—
there's always someone at the desk to talk
to and they can sit around on the rugs,"
said Beverly McCormick. assistant director
of the Honors Program. referring to the
new Honors Center. behind Rogers Hall.
McCormick said this is the first full
semester the center has been open and
because of its newness, people aren't used
to it yet. "Some people don't know where it
is." she said.
She stressed that the center is open to all
students, when it is not being used by the
Honors Program. First preference for
building use is given to honors classes and
organizations of honors faculty and
students, but after these needs are taken
care of. anyone can use the center she said.
McCormick originally feared that other
students would take space from honors
students. • 'But so far." she said. "this has
not been a problem."
The center, an experiment in low-cost
rural housing and the brainchild of
Professors Norman Smith and Warren
Beutal. consists of three main rooms: a
seminar room, a library alcove and a
lounge. The brightly decorated interior was
coordinated by Prof. Vincent Hartgen of
the art department.
The seminar room houses the nine
divisions of freshman honors students and
is in use most of the day Monday through
Thursdav . On Fridays it is used for
sophomore honors classes that cannot meet
anv %%here else.
The lounge holds about 35 students and
is used for films and the combined
meetings of to or more honors classes. It
is also used for students and faculty honors
orgainzation meetings. When not in formal
use. students use the lounge for studying
and socialiAng. McCormic said. T
he
accomodates about six
students.
In addition to the lounge seminar room
and library alcove, there is a kitchenette.
ss ith tree coffee and tea for students.
McCormick said commuting students
sometimes bring soup mixes and make
their lunches at the center.
The center is open from 9 to 5 every
Y1 eckday and sometimes at night.
-We play it by ear.- McCormick said.
-If only one or two students want the
center open at night. we really can't justify
lighting and heating it. But if four or five
students ask me during the day. I make
every effort to open it."
Last semester the center was open every
night during finals week and McCormick
anticipates the same this semester. She
said there is usually study space at night.
even when meetings are going on in the
center. It's rare that both the seminal
room and the lounge are in use. She said
students should check at the center before
going somewhere else to study. and if the
center is open they're welcome to use it.
Throughout last semester and this
semester there has been a series of honors
teas at the center on Friday afternoons
from 3:30 to 5. The purpose of the teas,
planned by a group of Arts and Science
honors students, is to give students and
faculty an opportunity to discuss ideas and
thus improve the intellectual atmosphere
of the university, and also to introduce the
university community to the Honors
Program.
Faculty and students, especially campus
leaders not involved in the honors
program. have also been invited to the
teas. The teas are held every couple of
weeks and future plans will include an
evening tea. and informal guest speakers
from within and outside the state.
McCormick said. The evening teas.
McCormick said, will give people who ha-e
afternoon classes a chance to attend.
People from outside the university have
come to examine the building. McCormick
said, particularly couples interested in
building their own house. "A lot of people
have heard about the building." she said.
Some people predicted the building would
be too cold because it has no basement.
but. McCormick said, sometimes it is so
warm in the center, even on cold days. she
has to turn down the heat.
McCormick said although she wishes
there were more room in the center, she is
happy with the "first permanent home of
the honors program.•• "For the time
being.•• she said. "it's a good start.-
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• Education majors unaffected 
Budget crisis cuts student teaching by 25 per cent
BY URSULA ALIBERTI
"There are dark days ahead," said
Assoc. Prof. of Education Ashley Gray,
speaking of the financial status of UMO in
general and specifically of the College of
Education.
Because the university is currently in a
tight financial situation, the College of
Education doesn't have the money to hire
enough supervisors and must reduce the
number of students in the student teaching
program by 94, a decrease of nearly 25 per
cent.
Last year 415 students received credit
through the student teaching program.
This year only 321 will be accepted into the
program and 349 have already applied.
The deadline for applications for student
teaching was March 1, but Gray said
applications will probably continue to come
in and they will have to be considered.
Half of the 321 students will teach in the
fall and half in the spring, Gray added.
According to Gray, the College is now
in a state of flux because some students
will have to be eliminated, and someone
must decide who will be rejected and on
what basis. He specified education majors
and C.E.D. students majoring in education
will not be cut. Child Development majors
will get second preference.
Gray said special students will be the
first to get cut, excluding those who have
already graduated from UMO and have
returned just to get their teaching
certification.
If more students must be deleted from
the program. Arts and Science students
will go because they can graduate without
a teaching certificate. A person majoring
in history, for example, can get a history
degree and come back later to get certified
as a teacher. An education major,
however, cannot graduate unless he has
completed his student teaching.
Gray has no idea when there will be
enough room for Arts and Science students
to return if they are eliminated.
If A & S students must b e cut, Gray will
meet with Dean Haaland and some of the
students' professors to determine which
ones are good candidates for the student
teaching program. Gray emphasized grade
point average alone is not a good indicator
of how successful a student will be
teaching. He said he is more interested in
a student's adaptability, personality, and
commitment to teaching.
Even if students paid more for the
student teaching program, this would not
alleviate the problem because there are
fewer people available to supervise.
University staff members not in the
College of Education who have previously
donated time to supervise will no longer be
able to do so. Gray said John R. Benoit,
director of conferences and institutions, for
example, will no longer supervise French
Men's and Women's
Funky Stuff
Used Jeans
-Funky Thirties Clothes-
-Articles of Interest-
...some student
teachers will have to
be eliminated; and
someone must decide
who will be rejected
and on what basis.
students because his staff has been cut and
as a result, he cannot afford the time.
Previously, students could request stu-
dent teaching positions in any location in
the state with little or no difficulty. Now
they will be controlled on a one-to-one
basis, meaning a UMO student cannot
teach in Farmington. for example, unless a
Farmington student wants to do his
student teaching here.
Gray will interview all students interest-
ed in student teaching beginning April 12
and 14 from 9 a.m. till noon and Monday
through Friday from 1 p.m. till 4 p.m. April
19-23. Students cannot make appoint-
ments. They must come to his office in
Shibles when they can and hope they don't
have to wait too long in line, Gray said.
Gray explained the purpose of these five
minute interviews includes finding out
where and why a student wants to teach
and if there is room for him. He said he
will also try to make sure "students are
qualified to go out." He wants to give
students an opportunity to get to know him
so they will feel they can come to him with
any teaching problems.
Gray wants a verbal commitment from
students promising they will carry out their
plans to student teach. According to Gray.
students not in education or child
development will often sign up to student
teach as a backup in case they don't get a
job. Then if they do find and accept a job, a
student who may have sincerely wanted to
student teach will have been eliminated
unjustly.
Gray has asked prospective student
teachers to write a brief summary outlining
their philosophy of education. He hopes
this will give him insight into how they feel
about education and will help him decide
where to place them. If, for example, they
believe in the merits of a loosely-structured
class, he will try to place them in an open
classroom.
Gray said as far as deciding whether or
not they want to teach during the first or
second eight week session, students will
have to realize those wanting to teach the
entire sixteen weeks will get first prefer-
ence. According to Gray. usually half the
education majors (those in secondary
education) and half the elementary educa-
tion students (those in either child
development or education majoring in
elementary education) request to teach the
full sixteen weeks. Contrary to past years,
anyone requesting to teach the full sixteen
weeks will not be allowed to drop teaching
during the .second eight week session.
After it is determined how many people
want to teach sixteen weeks Gray will know
how and where to place the remaining
students.
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Gray said he is hoping the legislature
votes to grant the university more money.
Although, Gray added, there is tie
guarantee university officials will give the
College of Education a portion of it foi
student teaching.
Gray also hopes the College won't Ix
faced with the same problem next year. H(
thinks this is possible because the numbe•
of people going into teaching has beet
declining over the past years.
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Hayes polls everything from s
BY KEN HOLMES
What are some of the practical applications
of all those polls appearing in the news these
days, and who is the man behind them?
The man responsible for some of those many
opinion polls is survey researcher Kenneth P.
Hayes, associate professor of political science
at UMO.
Hayes' surveys have run the gamut, from
probing students's attitudes to dealing with
marketing problems to investigating attitudes
an drinking and driving. Because of his work
and his position as acting director of the Social
Science Research Institute at UMO, Hayes is
knowledgeable on the methods and problems of
survey research.
Hayes, 41, was born in North Yarmouth.,
Maine and was graduated from UMO in 1960
with a degree in political science.
Hayes first became interested in survey
research while in graduate school at Yale. "It
was a cultural shock when I first became
interested in polling," Hayes remarked. "I just
wasn't exposed to this type of thing at the
University of Maine."
Hayes' interest in survey research continued
while he did doctoral work in political science at
the University of Massachusetts. His doctoral
thesis consisted of an extensive survey of
professional people and their attitudes, political
leanings and other aspects of their personal-
ities.
"By the time I finished that, my preferences
(for survey research) were pretty well estab-
lished,- Hayes said.
Hayes was still working on his doctorate
when he came to the University of Maine as an
assistant professor of political science in 1965.
At that time, very little statistical research
had been done at the state or university level in
Maine, Hayes said. Initially, he tried to
introduce survey research into his classes as an
educational took, but was teaching no courses
in public opinion or polling.
Hayes' first instituted survey research at
UMO in 1967 when he began teaching a class
in public opinion. In that and in every
succeeding year, Hayes and his students have
conducted extensive surveys of student political
and social values.
Hayes says his surveys show current UMo
students are basically apolitical, intelligent,
and are interested in "doing their own thing."
Hayes observes that students are becoming
more conservative, both in their societal and
political values.
According to Hayes' surveys, a revolution of
social values has occurred at UMO since 1967
concerning students' attitudes towards pre-
marital sex, drugs, and homosexuality. Hayes
says UMO students seem much more apathetic
today than in 1967, but feels his surveys point
out many of the reasons for this change.
"You can impose economic
restrictions on students,
but not social constraints."
During the 1967-1970 period, Hayes' polls
indicated students tended to be very idealistic.
Students were active and strongly interested
ml university policy. The Student Senate was
considered important by many students and
was respected as a representative body.
Since 1970, however, students have lost
many of their rallying points. Gone is the
Vietnam conflict and the draft, two issues
which personally affected many students and
caused them to stand together. Also gone,
,Hayes says, are many university imposed social
constraints.
"These constraints included such issues as
fairer parietals and the right to drink alcohol in
the dormitories, Hayes says. Students
mobilized and fought for the abolition of these
constraints and were successful, Hayes cont-
inues. So many of the pressing issues affecting
students at UMO have been resolved. For these
reasons, Hayes thinks the typical student has
become quite apolitical, interested mainly in
pursuing his own goals.
Hayes believes current student apathy
concerning UMO's budgetary problems points
The oeaSt rho4446
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out another interesting characteristic of the.
students at UMO. Comparing extensive
student support for abolition of social con-
straints in the late 1960s with the current
student apathy on the university's financial
problems, he concludes, "You can impose
economic restrictions on students, but not
social constraints."
As interesting as Haye's surveys concerning
student values might be, his work at the
university has not been limited to this. Much of
his survey research has extended far beyond
Ken Hayes
the university level, and points out some of the
successes and difficulties associated with
survey research.
One of Hayes' surveys, spread out over
1971-1974, dealt with drinking and driving in
Maine and indicates some of the practical
aplications of survey research.
Hayes was commissioned by the Maine
Alcoholic Safety Action Program (ASAP) to
conduct the survey and was appointed survey
director for the program.
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udent attitudes to marketing
During the three years he was associated
with the program, Hayes conducted an
extensive survey concerning Maine citizens'
attitudes towards drinking and driving. In this
survey, Hayes found that drinking and driving
is not considered a serious problem by most
Maine residents. However, people were
concerned with the problem drinker and
showed interest in programs designed to
rehabilitate the drinking driver. As a result of
the survey, a program to reahabilitate people
arrested for drunken driving was implemented
by the state.
One of Hayes' more recent etiiirts concerned'
a study of transportation needs of Maine
residents. Hayes was principal investigator for
this survey also, which was conducted by the
Maine Department of Transportation.
Hayes says the survey showed surprisingly
that Maine's transportation needs are being
well met by the current system. The survey
found little support for new highway construc-
tion or expanded alternate modes of transport-
ation.
Another survey consisted of pre-election
voter preference polling before the 1974
gubernatorial primary and general elections.
Hayes was assisting Lewis Mandell, associate
professor of economics at UMO and at that time
director of the Social Science Research Institute
(SSRI) in conducting the survey.
Hayes' role was that of advisor and
interpreter for Mandell—and a go-between for
the press.
"In the polling before the primaries, I recall
that (Mandell) had me giving the results of the
data to the press," Hayes said. "I learned my
lesson on that."
He said his name became associated with the
survey by many, but that this association did
not prove to be entirely pleasant, especially
during the primary campaigns.
"If you're doing political surveys, everyone
feels you have an axe to grind," Hayes said. "If
you poll Republican voters, Republican voters
will accuse you of being a Democrat. If you poll
Democrat voters, Brennan backers will accuse
you of supporting Mitchell."
Reflecting on his experiences with the
primary elections, Hayes jibed, "No person
should do polls on primary races involving
many ,andidates. You'll make six or seven
enemies and one friend." However, Hayes said
good things did come out of the gubernatorial
preference polling. Hayes at the time was on
the executive committee of SSRI. Mandell's
polls were conducted under the auspices of the
institute, which is composed of several
university faculty involved in social science
research projects.
Hayes said the polling received a great deal
of coverage from the media within the state
and brought the SSRI statewide visibility.
The projections made by the institute
"If you're doing political
surveys every one feels you
have an axe to grind."
predicted James Longley's victory and gener-
ally proved very accurate.
That Hayes and fellow researchers at the
SSRI were able to predict the outcome of the
1974 gubernatorial race was not a matter of
luck. Survey research is a complex science in
itself. Most polls done researchers at SSRI are
conducted by telephoning or by personal
interviewing. Hayes said there are problems
uniquely associated with each method which
must be overcome in order to obtain represent-
ative samplings. One problem encountered
while conducting telephone interviews, Hayes
said is that it is impossible to obtain a random
sampling from a telephone book, because
many people have unlisted phone numbers.
This problem is alleviated at SSRI through the
use of a computer prokram which randomly
picks telephone numbers, listed and unlisted
alike, from each town to be included in the
survey. Another problem in conducting tele-
phone interviews in Maine is that 14 per cent of
Maine's households, the great majority of
which are in the low income bracket, do not
have telephones.
Still another problem associated with tele-
phone interviewing is that a disproportionately
large number of telephone interviewees are
middle-aged housewives. Hayes said results of
interviews must be statistically corrected for
this, to assure the results of the survey will
accurately depict the population at large.
The problems associated with obtaining a
random sampling are even more complex when
conducting door-to-door surveys. But, Hayes
said, if the right methods are used, "The
personal interview technique is quite good."
Before conducting a door-to-door survey,
towns and cities must first be grouped
according to varying population sizes, Hayes
stated. This must be done because not every
population area can be included in every
survey, and it is important to assure a
representative cross sampling of interviewees
from different-sized towns.
After those towns where the survey will be
conducted have been selected, the survey
researcher must devise a system to randomly
select which households in each town will be
interviewed.
Hayes said the first thing this system must
provide is a physical starting point for the
survey in each town. He explained this is most
frequently accomplished through the use of
maps of each town and a computer generated
plotter. The plotter randomly chooses a set of
co-ordinates from each map, and the survey
begins at whichever house is closest to these
co-ordinates.
Next, a random set of instructions must be
developed, instructing interviewers on matters
like whether every third, fifth or fifteenth house
will be polled and whether the interviewer
should turn right, left or proceed straight
through each street corner he encounters.
Hayes said SSRI utilizes computers to
develop these instructions. He also said that
door-to-door surveys, like telephone polls must
often be statistically corrected for such things
as sex and age characteristics of those
interviewed.
The problems associated with collecting data
for polls are complex. But Hayes feels the
methods used by he and fellow researchers at
the SSRI are good, and that the quality
standards of the institute compare favorable
with those of any institute in the country.
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Ex-Washington Post editor
Journalists welcome publisher J. Russell Wiggins
J. Russel Wiggins. publisher of the
Ellsworth American. a former editor of the
Washington Post. and U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations under Lyndon Johnson.
will be the guest of the UMO journalism
department during Peter Edes Week. April
12-16.
Peter Edes Week, sponsored annually by
the journalism department. brings a
distinguished journalist to this campus
every year to share his experiences with
Spring
hes
Sprung at
4ostiliura0o
UMO journalism students. Edes was a
Revolutionary War soldier who moved to
Maine from Massachusetts and estab-
lished the first newspaper in Bangor. the
Bangor Weekly Register. in the early
1800's.
Wiggins will speak to journalism classes
and present several informal seminars
during the week. Other news-media
persons. including most of the journalism
faculty. will speak on special topics. Prof.
Brooks Hamilton will discuss laws per-
taining to publications. and Prof. Alan
Miller will talk about newswriting and the
history of journalism. Jack Walas is
scheduled to discuss topics on photo-
graphy.
The week will conclude April 16 with a
luncheon at the Hilltop Conference Center.
two afternoon seminars, a cocktail party.
and a dinner, all sponsored by the Maine
Press Association.
Superior Court Justice David Roberts
will be the dinner speaker. Justice
Roberts has presided at court sessions
dealing with problems of freedom of
information and secrecy in governmental
affairs and he is expected to talk on the
rights of the press under current laws.
Prof. Arthur Guesman, chairman of the
journalism department. will announce the
name of the MPA scholarship winner for
1976 at the luncheon.
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Commendable films come to campus screens
BY GARY ROBB
April showers may bring May flowers.
But when it rains, it pours, as is the case
with the film organizations at UMO who
are bringing some interesting and highly
recommendable motion pictures to this
campus within the next week.
MUAB will feature "Love and Death."
Woody Allen's finest film to date tonight.
It is his best structured, most consistent
and certainly the most coherent of his
series.
You may forget some of the minor details
rather quickly in "Love and Death" and
there are perhaps fewer audience "fits of
laughter" scenes as in other Allen films.
But, he is very delightful as Boris in his
most refined and satisfying role.
Liv Ullman and Max Von Sydow star in
"The New Land." the sequal to "The
Emigrants" which won Ullman Best
Actress nominations. Oftentimes when a
film has not been previewed, one relies on
the talent cast in the leading roles (as in the
case here).
-The Emigrants". to be shown Saturday
night. continues the saga of the couple's
travels to this country from Sweden. It is
perhaps less dramatically effective, lacking
the initial impact of "The New Land."
Nevertheless it is poignant.
When "The Harrad Experiment" was
released as a paperback. it was one of the
most controversial and timely books of the
year concerning co-habitation in collge
dormitories.
Students attended Harrad College under
the supervision of a married couple who
acted as counselors. Upon arrival, each
student was given a roomate who,
naturally was of the opposite sex. The
students were asked to keep journals of
their thoughts and reactions on a day to
das basis. There were no rules or
regulations.
If this sounds like a porno flick, guess
again. Although the book gives the
'
• 41.4  4100-•
•:.•• •
_
.1"
necessary intimate details of the student/
roomate relationships, the movie is void of
any credible course of intimacy which
makes for a flimsy and pointless movie.
This is not to say a movie must have sex
to be good. Au contraire. This movie has it.
somewhere. The director, however, chose
to focus elsewhere than the bed and edited
scenes in part to create a false idea there
was something going on. Simulated sex is a
bore on film.
"The Harrad Experiment" had potential
as a movie. With an apt director it could
have avoided this rather distant, loosely
scripted adaptation. However, a college
audience might appreciate it on Wednes-
day and Thursday night next week.
The Women's Film series presented by
Robin deals with lost youth
in old time adventure yarn
BY JOHN PADDOCK
Times aren't easy for aging legends.
Robin Hood is certainly having his
pfoblems. After two disappointing decades
in the Crusades, Hood has returned to his
beloved England and, hopefully, to the
adventurous life he left 18 years before.
Upon arriving, he finds the old neigh-
boorhood hasn't changed much. Sherwood
Forrest could use some pruning and Friar
Tucker a diet, but the principles remain—a
group of loyal peasant townspeople who
remember "their Robin," a still vital
arch-nemesis in the sheriff of Nottingham,
and lovely Marian, who quickly makes this
sentimental journey a pleasant one.
"Robin and Marian" is an old-time
adventure movie with heroes and villains
that can be discerned in a glance. But it is
an adventure story with an added
dimension. Our legend here suffers from a
very human condition, old age, and it is
both funny and sad watching him trying to
cope with it.
Marian, in the meantime, has become a
nun and, at first, wants nothing to do with
Robin. He persuades her to come with him,
however, by punching her out and
throwing her on his horse.
The film's best moments come during
Marian and Robin's initial reunion as they
awkwardly attempt to rationalize their 18
4th annual
Photography UMO
Two catogories
Professional-Amateur
1st Prize award $15
21141 Prize award $5
Deadline April 12, 1976
Rules:
Black and white only. Maximum size:
11" x 14". All prints must be mounted.
Limit, 3 prints. Maine Campus employees
are ineligible to enter. For further
information or to deliver prints contact
Rhett Wieland 106 Lord HaH.
Sponsored by the Maine Campus
years apart. -You didn't write!" moans
Marian. "I don't know how to," replies
Robin. "I thought of you alot during that
time." Marian admits, "my confessions
were the envy of the convent."
When Marian steers her wagon into a
brook, Robin reminisces, "She never did
have a touch for driving," and dives in
after her. It is just the kind of heroics that
enthralled her before and, of course, it
works again.
Sean Connery is excellent awl Robin and
Audrey Hepburn, making her first film
since Wait Until Dark in 1969, is equally
good as Marian. Her "comeback" in this
film has gained her alot of favorable
publicity recently and deservedly so.
1 he supporting cast is also good with
Robert Shaw as the sheriff. Nicel William-
son as Little John and Richard Harris and
Richard the Lionheart.
Richard Lester, who directed the Three
and Four Musketeers brings the same
combination of lighthearted spoof and
serious adventure to "Robin and Marian."
The film suffers slightly from a thin plot
and slow pacing but the characters keep
the slow scenes from becoming boring.
The ending, which would be unfair to
reveal, is a bit melodramatic but very
effective and probably the most memorable
part of the film.
s.1C/c)
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the Film Society will feature "Philadelphia
Story," a top-notch yarn about a society
girl (Katherine Hepburn) who yearns for a
down-to-earth romance. Cary Grant is her
ex-husband. and James Stewart a reporter
who falls in love with her. The movie was
remade into the Musical "High Society."
It also shows Thursday night.
Filmfare from MUAB next week-end will
include the outrageous "Monty Python and
the Holy Grail." If you stop laughing
during this film you ought to get your
money back. Coupled last fall with the
Lenny Bruce short. "Thank-you. Masked
Man," it proved to be one of the biggest
box-office attractions locally.
There is, however, some bad slicing in
the wood's scene, which is about as
humorous as a knight having his limbs cut
off. The search for the Holy Grail is as
endless as the absurdity of this entire
movie which makes it even more worth the
long lines (now forming) in Hauck for nest
Friday's showing.
Norman Jewison blew S3.3 million on
his film version of "Jesus Christ Super-
star." He took his crew to Tel Aviv and
Jerusalem which provides an aura of
authenticity for this lavish production.
The cast was recruited from various
"Superstar" stage companies. Ted Neele
is Christ. as vapid as they come. Yvonne
Elliman is a superb Mary Magdalene and
executed the show's most popular song "I
Don't Know How To Love Him" excel-
lently. But it is the title tune "Superstar"
and its Busby Berkely-type production that
is the show-stopper. Carl Anderson plays a
black Judas here. The staging is specta-
cular.
There are some fine camera tricks. slow
motion shots et al that are quite effective
on the whole when combined with the
choreography in "Superstar." Yet, the
movie is by far surpassed by the
breathtaking stage productions. It doesn't
nee(' a second run on this campus.
f a tree falls in the forest
and there's no one there,
who are you going to drink
your Cuervo with?
JOSE CUERVO• TEQUILA 80 PROOF
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY 5  1975. HEUBLEIN. INC , HARTFORD. CONN
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• aid cuts
continued from page 1
net loss to us will amount to about
$680.000."
Because of this cutback Madigan said.
"Our loss of actual funds (1976-'77)
compared to our allocated dollars for
1975-'76 puts the reduction at just a hair
under 20 percent which is really quite
substantial." He said UMO received $4.9
million from the federal government for the
year 1975-'76, but will only receive about
$4.2 million for the next fiscal year,
1976-'77.
Madigan said for this fiscal yar ('75-'76)
UMO was awarded $1,554,000 in federal
grant or scholarship money. This total will
be reduced by $321,000 to $1,223.000 for
next year's fiscal allocation. During this
present year, Madigan said UMO received
$1,231,000 for National Direct Student
Loans (NDSL) which the university
matched with $137,000 of their own money
to give a total loan amount of $1,368,000
for this current school year. Next year the
loan amount drops $241,000 to $1,127,000.
Work-study money will also decrease by
$119.000 from $1.585.000 to $1,466,000 for
next year.
Madigan said. "These figures will be
very close, but they are rounded." He said
what the HEW cutback means is that
they're bringing the federal funding level
to just a little above the approved amounts
for the fiscal year 1973-'74.
He also noted that there will be another
loss which really can't be counted with the
HEW cut. He said. "We had, last year
('75-'76). an additional supplemental
allocation of college work-study money.
The federal share of which was $635,000 to
which we added as an employer's share
$159,000, giving us an 'additional $794,000
of work-study money."
However, Madigan said that it. "was a
one-year supplemental appropriation only.
We don't expect that again. However, if I
add that in, the loss for the next fiscal year
is $1.475.000 in actual real dollars."
Madigan though. said, "I wasn't counting
that when 1 talked about our loss because
every school will experience this loss
because the money was a one-year thing."
Madigan does feel that the loss might
not be as great because of some offsetting
Funds. He said, "It won't all represent a
net loss to the students or to our ability to
help them." He mentioned the govern-
ment's Basic Opportunity Grants as one
source. Madigan said that the program is
only in its third year and only open to
freshman through juniors, however next
year those who were awarded the grants as
freshmen three years ago will be seniors
and there fore all four classes will be
receiving aid through this program.
Madigan said UMO students received
Clinic offers help for smokers
It's exam time. Dormitory windows are
opening and smoke is wafting out in hazy
curls. Bleary eyed students reach ner-
vously for yet another cigarette. light it
unconsciously, and draw in the soothing
tendrils of nicotine, tar, and carbon
monoxide.
According to Marc Mylar, a psychologist
at the coulseling center, quitting involved
not only a basic committement to stop
smoking. but an awareness of yourself.
your limits and your smoking habits.
Mylar. along with Laura Goldbaum, a
nurse practicioner. and Dr. Anne Hess,
psychologist, has set up a weekly smoking
clinic at the Cutler Health Center here on
campus.
The Purpose of this clinic is not to instill
commitment, but awareness. Mylar
explained. Of the 18 to 20 people who
started the sessions, about half dropped
out. "They didn't realize they would have
to stop completely.. .or it wasnt the right
time," explains Mylar. Students interested
must be genuinely committed to stop
smoking. "We can't do that for them."
says Mylar. They must also be prepared to
attend six one-hour sessions, and meet
10-15 minutes a week for individual contact
sessions with Mylar. Goldbaum, or Hess.
The Clinic is set up in three phases.
First, physiological effects of smoking are
explored. The second phase teaches
greater awareness of the participant's own
smoking habits. For example, he is taught
to ask, why do I smoke? Is it to relieve
tension, because I'm angry, or just
something to do to keep my hands busy?
"By knowing your habits." says Mylar
"it is easier to break them."
The third phase approaches actual
quitting. The particular decided whether to
stop cold turkey, or by gradual reduction.
"To do this," stresses Mr. Mylar. "you
have to know yourself and what you can
do."
It's too soon to see if the clinic is really
working, Mylar said. "We need to look
beyond the intervention period to see"
concluded Dr. Mylar. "Studies show that
25-65 per cent of all people exposed to
interventions stop smoking. but this figure
later drops to about 30 percent." Smoking
clinic sessions are over for this semester
but will be set up again next fall.
Invite the bunch,..
Mix a great, big bucket full of
Open House Punch!
Serves 32... tastes like a super cocktail!
Greatest drink exer in‘ented! Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!
Recipe 
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz fresh lemon juice
One 6-oz can frozen orange juice
One 6-oz. can frozen lemonade
Chill ingredients. Mix in bucket,
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops
red food coloring (optional); stir
lightly. Add ice, orange, lemon
slices. Look; and testes great'
You know it's got to be good.. . when it's made with
Southern Comfort°
" 
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$1.025,000 this year from this program and
he expects the grants to provide an
additional $300,000 to the students for the
next fiscal year. He also estimated picking
up another $30.000 for student aid.
because the university can re-lend money
which is collected from students who are
starting to pay off their loans. Madigan
said the additional money picked up from
this source last year was $380.000. this will
be increased by the $30,000 to about
$410.000 for 1976-'77.
He also thinks this special session of
Maine's legislature will provide some
additional student aid funds. Madigan said
there are two proposals before the
legislature which call for $200,000 to be
granted to the university system for
financial aid. He said UMO's share would
be around 40-45 percent which would
amount to about $80,000.
Madigan said the last positive offsetting
element would be receiving an additional
$30,000 from interest earnings from a $6
million scholarship endowment. These
four offsetting sources add up to an
additional $440,000. Madigan said we can
take this amount and subtract it from the
federal cut of $680,000 and it appears UMO
will only suffer a $240,000 cut. However,
there are other circumstances which will
change this amount.
Madigan said. "There is an offsetting
element in the other direction and that is
the student's costs are going up. I've got
3,600 students on aid this year. all of them
are needy and a $100 increase (tuition) in
cost is a $100 additional need. Without
even taking into account the inflationary
increases, charges by the university could
be up an average of $200-$250. If I
multiplied $200 by 3.600 needy students I
get $720,000 of additional need, and that
doesn't even take into account the students
who'll be newly brought into the need
picture because of higher cost. Someone
who was cut off this year because they only
needed $200 and were given nothing, next
year becomes a S400-$500 case.
"So I guess my feeling at the moment is
for our needy students alone, we're going
to have about a $750,000 problem. Our
revenue will also be down $240.000
considering the offset, so as a student aid
function we'll be $1 million further away
from meeting students' needs next year
than this year."
Madigan does have a way "to make the
dollars go further" but it still takes
something away from the students. He said
for this fiscal year he was able to come
within each student's needs by $150 as
calculated by his department. He said he
usually comes within $150 of freshmen's
needs and within $500 of upperclassmen's
needs, but with the special work-study
money for this year he was able to come
within $150 of everyone's need.
GYoull be
happier with
the degrees...
at theWniversitrof
UMMER SESSIONS
The degrees cocAer summer climate of Vacationland
Maine is a great place to earn your degree credits
You'll be happy with the undergraduate and graduate
courses distinguished faculty. visiting lecturers.
conferences, workshops, sports clinics. concerts
week end outings and modern dormitory
accommodations The reCreatt041,31
OppOrtuntheS are endless at nearby
lakes mountains and seashore plus
many on campus facilities including an
Olympic size indoor swimming pool
it
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gUne21 to August 27
3 THREE-WEEK SESSIONS
i0 June 21 to July 9 • July 12 to July 30 • Aug 2 to Aug 20
2 FIVE-WEEK SESSIONS:
June 21 to July 23 • July 26 to Aug 27
I SIX-WEEK SESSION: July 12 to Aug 20
- I EIGHT-WEEK EVENING SESSION: June 21 to Aug 12
for detailed mtcymatoon rgr.te
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS
10 15 kierf Al Hall lln.vers.ty 01 Mane at Orono • Orono Maine 04473
clifakel6cationlandWourVocationland
Madigan said. "What I'm thinking
about doing this year starting out is instead
of getting up to the $150 level I'm thinking
about getting up to within $300 of the
student's needs. That's about the only way
I have of stretching the dollars." This is
the reason Madigan thinks most students
on aid will receive $150 less for next year
than they did this year. However, he said
there are always exceptions with students
who have very poor families.
What this amounts to by Madigan's
calculations is if the student's costs go up
$200 and his aid is decreased by $150, the
average student on financial aid will have
to come up with an extra $350 for next
year. Madigan did say, "I think the
students are going to have to make
sacrifices they would rather not make. but I
don't think we're going to lose any large
number of students. I expect there will be
some students who won't be able to attend,
but then there always have been."
Madigan said. "We'll do something for
every needy student who has an applica-
tion in on time. So the student who gets
nothing. will be the student who comes to
our attention later on." He said the
majority of students should know about
their financial aid awards before leaving
school to help them with their summer
plans. The appliation deadline for current
students is May 1.
Madigan said the reason UMO received
a cutback in funds was probably because
HEW thought a disproportional amount of
money was being sent here. He said UMO
received the fifteenth largest amount of
federal student aid in the country and said
that this university was hardly the fifteenth
largest institution in the country.
Vice President Kaplan said, "Personally
I'm just appalled by the timing of the cut. If
we stayed at the level of funding of this
year we'd have problems. but with the
cutback it'll be even harder." Madigan
said the. only hope he sees of getting
enough funds is through a proposal in
Congress to increase work-study money on
a national basis. He hopes this will come
through but he's not counting on it as his
department is only two weeks away from
granting in-coming freshmen their awards.
You have something to
share with the people
of the rural South and
Appalachia —yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to
you as a Glenmary
Priest, Brother or Sister.
For free information about oppor-
tunities with. Glenmary Home Mis-
sioners. wnte
GLENMARY. Room 155
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
El Also please send free
17" x 22" God Mode Me
Poster, Shown Above
0 Send tree poster only.
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Ellington band jukes
jazz fans to frenzy
BY BRENDA BAKER
The big band sound pehetrated the
Memorial Gymnasium at UMO as the Duke
Ellington Band brought hundreds alive
Wednesday night.
Mercer Ellington. son of the late Duke
Ellington. clad in a flashing red suit and
violet shirt ran on stage to conduct the first
jazz tune, "Pea Jam Blues" featuring a
clarinet and a baritone saxophone solos.
A highlight tune of the evening was.
"The Three Black Kings." taking its name
from the three kings: King Casper, King
Solomon. and Martin Luther King. Duke
Ellington wrote this piece and never
performed it. It features a tremendous
tenor saxophone solo.
The lively crowd Cheered at the sound of
that ol' time wah-wah trumpet in "Black
and Tan Fantasy," written in 1924.
A unique combination of drums and
percussions produced the "jungle band"
sound in a song called. "Caravan."
Ellington. with tongue in cheek said the
band preferred to be called as "The Rain
Forest Groug" since they are much too
sophisticated to be called "The Jungle
Band." This song exploded with the
rhythmic sound of a bongo drum solo
eliciting knee slapping and foot tapping
from the audience.
Ellington. invited dancing right from the
start of the evening and Clark Reynolds.
professor of history at _LIMO was the, first
MAYTAG
••041,.•110.• • 11.1•E4 •   L. 4POSIE0
For your best buy in
laundry appliances"
See/ LANDRY'S INC.
46 Center St.
Brewer
Tel. 989-3850
jitterbugger on the dance floor. Reynolas
recently taught a mini-course in ballroom
dancing preparing students for this concert
Shortly. dozens of couples were foxtrotting
and jitterbugging about the gym, reliving
movements of the big band era.
The band performed the 1941 tune.
"Jump for Joy," and Ellington challenged
the audience to try the "Lindy Hop".
announcing sucessful dancers would be
classed with the original 400 at the Savo.
Before performing that ol time american
favorite. "When the Saints Go Marching
In." Ellington introduced soloist "Sweet
Willie." Ellington recalled Willie was once
called "Bad Bill" until they took him to
Chicago, and now and ever after he's
called "Sweet Willie." This tune livened
the crowd as dozens swarmed the dance
floor.
The old tune "Mood Indigo" brought
applaud as many recalled an era of the past
and fond memories of Duke Ellington.
A powerful female vocalist named Anita
brought cries of joy to the crowd as she
sang. "Sunshine of My Life," "I Got It
Bad and That Ain't Good," "How Much I
Need You." and "After the Ball."
The evening of jazz vivaciously relived
an era too greatly admired and too full of
life to ever die.
The concert was sponsored by the UMO
Concert Series and the Student Govern-
ment Concert Committee.
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OFFICIAL NOTICE
FALL SEMESTER REGISTRATION
ALL COLLEGES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
APRIL 26-30, 1976
ARTS AND SCIENCES--
Sophomores: Room 110 Stevens Hali
Juniors and Seniors: Department Chairman's
Offices
BANGOR COMMUNITY
COLLEGE--
Advisor's Office - then 105 Bangor Hall
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION--
Room 12 Stevens Hall South
EDUCATION--
The foyer Shibles Hall
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE--
Department Chairmen's Offices
GRADUATE SCHOOL--
Advisor's Office
LIFE SCIENCES AND
AGRICULTURE--
Academic Advisor's Offices
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES WILL BE AVAILABLE
IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE BEGINNING APRIL 14.
I I : 1
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Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, will
sponsor a Bike-a-thon Sunday, April 25 to raise money for
the Maine Special Olympics, an annual event for mentally
retarded and handicapped children. The 40-mile bike
route will include five check points and will take place rain
or shine. Interested persons may pick up information and
pledge forms at the APO office in Fogler Library next
Monday through Friday between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Study booths are now being moved into the new
addition of the Fogler Library and students should be able
to study in the addition beginning next week. Books,
however, will not be moveg into the addition until summer
vacation.
New orange and white stacks have been installed in the
old reserve room on the first floor, the only room which
will be refurnished throughout. The delivery date of new
furniture is not yet definite, however.
The small room to the right of the entrance to the old
reserve room also has three typewriters for student use.
The departments of English, Foreign Languages, and
Philosophy will host a symposium on Jorge Luis Borges
during the weekend of April 15-18.
Borges, considered among the outstanding writers of
the world, will be speaking with leading scholars and
writers from several universities during the symposium.
A registration fee of $2 for faculty and their spouses,
and $1 for students will allow participation in all events of
the symposium, including the lecture by Mr. Borges
himself (in his fluent English). Borges lecture will be at 3
p.m. on Saturday. April 17 in Hauck Auditorium.
A lobster banquet in honor of Borges on Friday. April 16
is open to faculty, students, and the public for a fee of $7.
Registration and banquet reservations may be made
with Bonnie Morgan in room 226 of the foreign language
department, at 581-7772.
The Nasson College Student Association will present a
first annual Mousam Valley Folk and Bluegrass Festival
beginning at noon on Saturday, April 10, on the Nasson
campus in Springvale, Maine.
the festival features the Bottle Hill Gang, Sweet Potato
Pie, Lunch at the Dump, and John Cooper and Friends in
two shows, at 2 and 4 p.m.
The evening show at 7 p.m. will also featJre Geoff
Bartley and Mike Turk in a special guest apr earance.
Tickets for the festival, which will be held rain or shine,
are $3.50 for the half day and $4.50 for the ful day, and
are available at Mousam Valley Festival, Box 185-P,
Nasson College, Springvale, Maine.
Leonard W. Dobb, psychology professor at Yale
University, will discuss "Unofficial Intervention in
Conflict Situations" this afternoon, April 9, at 3:10 p.m. in
the Walker Room of the Memorial Union. The colloquium
is sponsored by the UMO Department of Sociology.
Doob is the author of many articles and several books
including "Patriotism and Nationalism: Resolving Conflict
in Africa," "Patterning of Time," and his recent
"Pathways to People." He is currently interested in the
resolution of conflict and has done extensive research on
this topic in Africa, Ireland and Cyprus.
r •
Enter-
tainment
FRIDAY
MOVIE: "Love and Death", Hauck. 7 &
9:30 p.m.
MUSIC: Downeast Chamber Players. Lord
Hall, 8:15 p.m.
SATURDAY
MOVIE: "The New Land"; Hauck. 7 & 10
pm
SUNDAY
JAM SESSION Damn Yankee, 7 p m
RADIO SHOW King Biscuit Flour Hour,
WMEB FM, 9 p m
CONCERT Concerto Concert Student
Soloists & UMO Orchestra, Hauck Audit-
orium, 3 p m
TUESDAY
SANDWICH CINEMA The Colonial
Printer", FFA Room, 12 noon
MOVIE Lavender. Women's Center, 7 30
pm
Events
FRIDAY
BAND & BEER Casino Night, Stodder
Caletaria. 9-1
PUB Yankee Pub, Damn Yankee. 8-100
SATURDAY
DANCE Wilde-Stein Dance. MCA Center,
8 p m
SUNDAY
ROAD RALLY Motor Club Road Rally.
Steam Plant Lot, 11'30 am
TUESDAY
PLANETARIUM. Spaces of Man, Wingate,
7 & 8 p.m
SEMINAR: Selecting Houseplants, Lawn
Rooms, 7:30 p.m
SEMINAR Photography Seminar. Walker
Room, 8 p m
MEETING Maine Peace Action Committee
Meeting; The Maples, 7 p m
FRIDAY
COLLOOLIIUM Unofficial Intervention in
Conflict Situations. 3 10 p m
Religious
MASS Newman Center. 6 15 pm
Saturday
SUNDAY
RELIGIOUS cERVICE Mass Newman
Cneter, 111 15 an ina-,3 in 13; Bennett
Hall), 945, 11 15 am and 615 pm
RELIGIOUS SERVICE Mass. Dow Hall.
BCC, 12 noon,
RELIGIOUS EVENTS. Worship Service.
MCA Center. College Ave. 7 00 pm
If you have
information,
bring it,
send it,
or telephone
The
Information
Page.
106 Lord Hall,
581-7531.
SUNDAY, APRIL 11
LUNCH—Beef & Barely Soup. Pancakes
Syrup & Sauces. Sausage: or Cold Meats &
Cheese, Sliced Tomato & Lettuce, Assorted
Breads. Fruit Cup, Cookies, Ice Cream,
Sherbert
SUPPER—Cranberry Punch, Roast
Turkey, or Manicotti, Whipped Potato.
Peas. Squash, Maple Walnut Ice Cream
w/Maple Sauce, Apple. Sherbert
MONDAY, APRIL 12
LUNCH—Turkey Gumbo Soup, Grilled
Tuna Roll, or Western Sandwich: Green
Salad, Small Fruit Salad, Half Grapefruit,
Chewy Nut Square, Ice Cream, Sherbert
SUPPER—Roast Pork w/Gravy or
Chow Mein. Rice. O'Brien Potatoes. Cut
Green Beans: W K Corn; Tossed Salad,
Pinapple Cherry Upside Down Cake,
auceo iJears. ice ureatil. Slierbert
TUESDAY. APRIL 13
LUNCH—Lentil Soup, Hamburgers or
Cheeseburgers & Rolls or Salad Plate, Cole
Slaw. Fiesta Salad, Orange. Jello. Ice
Cream. Sherbert
SUPPER—Fried Chicken or Baked
Frankfurts & Rice Casserole; Whipped
Potato, Spinach, Onions, Shredded
Lettuce. Pumpkin Pie, Apricots, Ice Cream,
Sherbert
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14
LUNCH—Vegetable Soup. Pizza or
Creamed Shrimp & Peas on Toasted
English Muffin. Green Salad, Peanut
Butter Cookies. Banana, Ice Cream,
Sherbert
SUPPER—Roast Beet au Jus or Fish
Puffs, Baked Potatoes. Broccoli Spears
w/cheese Sauce. Wax Beans, Sliced
Peaches. Apple Crisp a la Mode. Ice
Cream, Sherbert
THURSDAY. APRIL 15
LUNCH—French Onion Soup, Chicken
Salad or Omelet we/Spanish Sauce, French
Fries, Molded Fruit Salad, Salad Greens,
Orange Coconut Square, Ice Cream,
Sherbert
SUPPER—Corned Beet or Large
Hamburg Patty wilMushroom Gravy, Par-
shed Potato, Hash Brown Potatoes,
Cabbage, Sliced Carrots. Tossed Salad.
Banana Cream Pie, Orange, Ice Cream,
Sherbert •
FRIDAY. APRIL 16
LUNCH—Potato Chowder. Fishburger &
Roll or Roman Bun, Apple Cole Slaw.
Shredded Lettuce. Half Grapefruit; Oat-
meal ice Box Cookies, Ice Cream, Sherbert
SUPPER—Lasagna Of Baked Flounder
wi Newburg Sauce, Whipped Potato,
French Fried Cauliflower; Mixed Veget-
ables. Green Salad, Fruit; Ice Cream &
Sauces. Sherbert
SATURDAY, APRIL 17
LUNCH—Cream of Tomato Soup;
Grilled Cheese Sandwech or Scrambled
Eggs & Bacon. French Fries, Tossed Salad,
Fruit Cup *Sherbert. Ice Cream, Sherbert
SUPPER—Hot Meat Sandwich, or
Baken Beans, Frankfurts, whipped Potato,
Cream Style Corn. Peas, Red & White
Slaw, Brownie, Apple: Ice Cream.
Sherbert
Classifieds
IN ORONO—we are now showing and
renting furnished apartments for next
September 1976 No children No Pets
942-0935
WANTED Third roomate in large Bangor
apartment Room available April 3rd Call
947-4788 after C p fn
HANGLIDER WANTED' Rogallo type, also
6-STRING GUITAR • accoustical. good
quality 945-5115
Personals
To the idiot who took my blue bike from
front of Hart hall, Police have serial
number, and description Return it where
you lifted it. and I wont press charges
Please
DECLARE YOUR INDEPENDENCE
FROM BIG BUSINESS
JOIN THE SECOND
AMERICAN REVOLUTION
FORA
DEMOCRATIC
ECONOMY!
CAPITOL BLDG.,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
CELEBRATE WITH THE
PEOPLES BICENTENNIAL
COMMISSION
Call Toll Free (800) 424-1130 Or Write
P.B.C, 1346 Conn. Ave. rm.. Wash., D.C. 20036
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ymnastics program grows
Deanna Berry. captain of the UMO
women's gymnastics team, attributes the
team's increasing success this year to
better organization, better qualified and
experienced team members and more
money from the women's physical educa-
tion department.
Coach Jeanne Walsh's team, with a solid
7-2 record, travels to meet UMPI Saturday
at 1 p.m. as the season winds down. The
Bears will host the State Women's
Gymnastics Championships on April 17 to
close out their 1975-76 season. The Bears
are the defending state champions.
The team placed third among 12 schools
with a score of 72.90 in a tri-state meet on
March 13. The meet included gymnastics
teams from Maine, New Hampshire and
Vermont and was the team's toughest
contest of the season, said Berry, the
team's only senior.
"When I was freshman we only
competed in two or three meets." she said.
"Now we compete from December
through April."
In addition to Berry. this year's women's
gymnastics team is composed of five
freshmen and three sophomores, and
Berry said she expects next year's team
will be even larger and better.
"UMO's women's gymnastics team has
a good future. Gymnastics is becoming
more and more popular in the United
Stltes and High school teams are
becoming more experienced and organ-
ized." she said.
The women's gymnastics season started
in mid-October when the team began doing
conditioning exercises. After a few weeks
team members began working out in their
own specialized area of gymnastics.
"We compete in four events—balance
beam, uneven bars, vaulting and floor
exercises, which is a combination of
tumbling and dance steps done to music,"
Berry said.
Workout time is from approximately 3 to
3:45 p.m. Monday through Friday, said
Berry, who specializes in uneven bars and
vaulting.
Berry described gymnastic meet judging
as "very subjective." Each competitor can
get a maximum of 10 points in each event,
but a score of 6 or 7 is good. she saki. l'he
total team score for a meet is computed by
adding up the scores of the top three
performers of each of the four events.
Although she will miss competition after
graduation. Berry, a biology major. hopes
to stay active in gymnastics by teaching at
a school where she can coach and judge
high school meets.
Tracks ters open against Colby
Head coach Ed Styrna begins his 19th
season as UMO track coach Saturday as
the Bears open their 1976 season hosting
Colby College at 1 p.m. on Alumni Field
Maine topped the Mules last spring
114-30, but this matchup should be closer.
Second-year coach Paul Dulac has 16
returning lettermen and several talented
freshmen giving the Mules scoring poten-
tial in every event. Colby will look to
captain Robbie Richardson (100 and
200-yard dashes) and Ron Paret (pole vault
and javelin) to lead the way.
The meet's best confrontation could
come in the triple jump. The Mules have
several good triple jumpers, while Maine's
top man is Dan Cochrane. the UMO record
holder.
The Bears will also look to Tom
Stephenson (sprints). Allan Sherrerd
lweights). Rich Martel (javelin). Gerry
LaFlamme (distance running), Lou Hinck-
ley (jumps). Ed Gott (440, relays), and
hurdlers Brian Daly, Rob Thurston and
Mark Fisher, who is also a member of
UMO's fine relay combination.
Jim Ballinger. a UMO record holder in
the hurdles since 1966, is Styrna's
assistant coach.
WADLEIOH'S
STORE
Stillwater Ave., Old 'Town
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER &WINE
OPEN:
VON-THURS
FRI-SAT
SUN
8:00-11:30
8:30-10:00
4
Wile is
swcifihn
Weightlifting contest scheduled
BY GEORGE HANSEN
et former world record holder, a national
teenage record holder and a New England
champion are some of the featured
competitors in the upcoming 1976 Maine
State Powerlifting Championships and Mr.
Maine physique contest to be held at
UMO's Memorial Gym Saturday. April 10.
Martin Joyce Ill, a Portland resident and
the former world record holder in the dead
lift in the 181 lb. weight class, is expected
to lift well in excess of 700 lbs. in this event
and could conceivably lift very close to the
world record of 751 lbs. held by Vince
Audio, according to meet director William
••Mary's capable of a lift of 725-735 lbs.
and an enthusiastic crowd could push him
very close to the world record. It depends a
great deal on the enthusiasm of the crowd
at the meet, because there is a very direct
relationship between the energy level of
the crowd and the number of pounds
latest"
Powerlifting. which consists of bench
presses. deadlifts and squats. is less
well-known by the general public, than is
Olympic lifting which gets more television
coverage. Hamlin says powerlifting is
more a test of the overall strength of the
lifter than is the Olympic style which relies
more on the technique of the conterdant.
The Mr. Maine portion of the competi-
tion will see at least three UMO students
competing against some seasoned body-
building veterans. Garrett Hart. Anthony
German) and William Hamlin, all seniors at
UMO. will vie for the title as will Claude
Bourgoin. of Portland. a UMO graduate
and the present Mr. Vacationland and
former runnerup in the Mr. Nex. England
contest and Norman Vigneau. of Portland,
last year's second place finisher in the Mr.
Maine contest.
Hamlin said there is an increasing
amount of interest and awareness in this
sport throughout the country and. "body
building, as a viable sport. is here to stay.
Athletes like Lou Ferrigno. who received a
lot of attention by his excellent perfrirm-
ance in the Superstars competition on
television. have alerted people to the fact
that bodybuilding is truly a sport requiring
dedication and ability and is not just a
bunch of egomaniacs %% ho sit around
pushing iron.
Me contestants in the Mr. Mame
competition will do a number of required
poses. as a group. and will also do a solo
posing routine of their own design.
Judging will be on the basis of muscularity.
symetery. muscular and vascular defini-
tion. posing routine and overall appear-
ance.
The competition. sponsored by the UMO
Barbell Club, will begin at 10:00 a.m. with
the lighter weight classes. The heavier
weight classes through super-heavy-
weights, begin at 1:30 p.m. and the Mr.
Maine competition will follow the conclu-
sion of the lifting.
•
OF INTEREST TO
CLASSICAL & JAll
RECORD BUYERS
We have lust received a
huge (thousands) selection of
water-damaged records
that were selling up to $13.99 each
OUR PRICE $1.00 per record
RECORD WAREHOUSE
66 Main St Bangor
OT DOGS 25C Fri.-Sat.-Sun. Afternoons
I'm)! Games — Color Cable TV
LOW PITCHER PRICES
Sandwiches and Snacks
Open Daily: Sun -Thurs.- 4pm
FRI., SAT. - 2pm
UNIVERSITY OLDTOWN
Sfill.atef Ave ,Gr•n! Plus
24 MR TEL 827-3850
DAILY 7 00 & 9 0b
From the devious mind
of Alfred Hitchcock.
a diabolically entertaining
motion picture.
There, ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
no body
in the
family
plot
MATTHAU O'NEAL
"THE
BAD NEWS
DAILY 700 IL
• MALL ORONO
SIIINsWer Aro 'Exit I 95 In the Un4vensity
24 MR TEL a27.72119
DAILY 7 00 ir 9 15
5 ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
Milos Forman
BEST ACTOR
Jack Nicholson
BEST ACTRESS
Louise Fletcher
BEST SCREEN PLAY
•
A6614141
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Tough openers test Bear nine title de
BY GEO. ALMASI
For Coach John Winkin and his players.
their sub-par spring trip to Florida is
behind them and Providence and .Conneti-
cut now loom as first-rate threats to
dethrone the 1975 New England Champ-
ions.
Maine's 8-9 Florida record against the
likes of U. of Maine and Michigan State
has been filed away as experience because
this weekend the UMO nine, in a
make-or-break situation, compete against
Providence on Friday and Conneticut on
Saturday. The teams are rated second and
third respectively in New England.
"The season depends a great deal on
this weekend," coach Winkin noted.
One obstacle to the teams' success could
he the injury suffered by co-captain Jack
Leggett in Florida. Leggett. playing the
outfield, received a gash (requiring
stiches) on his leg while attempting to
make a diving catch. "If we get Jack back
it v(ould be a very big boost. If we don't.
we've got to claw and hope for the best."
said Winkin.
Should Leggett not return Winkin's
regulars must come with superlative
efforts to back a questionable pitching
staff.
In the pitching department, one auto-
matically begins with the ace Bert
Roberge. Roberge. a strapping 6'4" senior
continued his dominance over opposing
hitters and proved his worth with an
excellent spring record. The Auburn
native pitched 17 innings winning, one
game and had an earn run average of 2.12.
Behind Roberge is the enigmatic Steve
Conley. Conley, despite an e.r.a. of 7.87
and an 0-1 spring total apparently has
pitched his way into the starting rotation
according to Winkin. "Against Miami-
Dade North Steve gave up no hits through
the first four innings. He made some
fielding mistakes and they scored a couple
of runs but I felt he pitched a great game.
He really surprised me. He pitched like
the Steve Conley we haven't seen in three
years."
Rounding out the pitching staff is
Freshman Dave Costa ("showed us
courage and displayed a lot of mound
poise"—Winkin). slated to start against
Providence and another Freshman—Gary
Smart. Smart so impressed Winkin down
south that he has been listed as a probable
starter in the Conneticut series. Backing
up those four will be Barry LaCasse, a
possible spot starter. John Sawyer. and
Mike Curry who also doubles as a
designated hitter.
"What really impresses one is the
endurance of our pitches", offered Winkin.
"We feel our pitching staff from an
endurance point of view will be ready."
But hitting remains the most valuable
threat for the UMO nine.
The infield, bolstered with the addition
of Freshman Brian Butterfield. is set. At
first is the incumbant Tony DiBiase.
DiBiase. a senior from Westbrook was the
team's top hitter with a hefty .448 average
which included a club leading 13 hits and
17 total bases. "He is off to the kind of
year he had hoped for." praised Winkin.
t logging the middle is the keystone
combo of Butterfield and sticky-gloved
Russ Quetti. Butterfield. a pleasant
surprise in Florida. batted .333 and showed
power by smashing a home run. Quetti. a
sophomore from Pittsfield. Mass. had a
disappointing spring but continues as the
numero uno shortshop.
At third is Leggett providing he
overcomes his 12 stitch injury. Jack
pounded out a .385 average in just 13
at-hats. "It's too bad". said Winkin.
"Jack was really pounding the ball but
thew is a ray of hope that he will be
ready."
Backing up Leggett at third is Richie
t_arville. another sophomore from Orono.
Richie Pullen. an Orono freshman and
Curry are substitutes.
The outfield is also set despite their
less than expected Florida performances.
Flanking the centerfield is co-captain Ed
Flaherty "simply did not have a good
spring". offerred Winkin and power
hitting John Dumont. The two stars belted
.179 and .375. Dumont. while hitting for
average had only two extra base hits (two
doubles) and Flaherty could manage by
five hits in 34 plate appearances.
"Dumont did have a gret:t spring but is
.capable of more power," said Winkin.
Centerfield is ably patroled by Golden
Glove (if the award was given out) Dana
Dresser. Dresser improved his batting for
Score!
Maine's Mike Curry (24)
crosses the plate after a balk by a
a .267 average and led his teammates with
seven runs-batted-in.
Athleticship recipiant Mark Armstrong
caught admirably against some very fast
Florida teams but must improve on his .167
average. He will catch this weekend,
promised a highly optimistic Winkin. He is
backed by Dumont.
Bill Hughes and Wayne Feigenbaum
handle the designated hitting chores.
"As you know, we are rated by the
coaches NI in New England and M21 in the
country based on our past performances"
acknowledged Winkin. with a trace of
ense
Miami-Dade South pitcher.
Curry's run wasn't enough,
though, as Maine lost this pre-
season game 8-2.
pride. The one detrimental aspect within
the club appears to be team attitude.
"There is a definite lack of team spirit,"
noted Winkin. "But if we play hard, our
seniors come through and our pitching
continues to improve, we're going to be a
good club. But we can't let down."
To match or surpass their 1975 25-8-1
record should be incentive enough for John
Winkin & Co., as well as another shot at
the New England title and the NCAA
championships.
And as one noted man (and others) once
said. "Nothing is impossible if you put
your mind to it."
GEO.
Commentary ALMASI Revived 'dunking' newest fad
Throw away your hoola-hoops and sidewalk skateboards—a revived fad is ready
and willing to capture the imagination and idolatry of fans it once entertained.
Dunking. or stuffing, a basketball through the hoop was proclaimed legal again
while advocates in America have tagged the well-known practice a 'sure' bet to
revolutionize the waning game of basketball.
The landmark decision came at a recent Philadelphia conference of the national
Basketball Rules Committee which is the governing body for the U.S. and Canada.
But problems have arisen as disagreement pervades the inner sanctions of various
coaches and officials. The question concerning the overall effectiveness of 'dunking'
with regards to increased spectator support and player interest, remains unsolved.
One noted objector, Henry Wassengame. former statistician and ballboy for the now
defunct Anchorage Auks of the equally non-existent Most Northern Basketball
League. fears a sudden deteriation of quality coaches players and revisal of record
books as menacing threats.
"Basketball will never be the same," he grumbled, "no longer will coaches teach
the finer elements of basketball, like dribbling, setting picks, defense and so on. The
emphasis towards winning will increase dramatically, just you wait and see."
I assured him that one rule change couldn't have the impact he so thought.
"Oh yeah? Coaches are going to search for any kid tall enough to leap and smart
enough to know at which basket to stuff. Offences will direct themselves to any tall
guy. And why not? As a coach, would you rather your players take a relatively sure
close-in shot or pop from 20 feet out?
If not for my indestructable faith in human nature I might have agreed. "Coaches,
good coaches." I protested. "would never stoop that low. They have their scruples,
too, you know."
"You're dead wrong." he butted in. "And that makes up but half the problem.
Now kids will direct their efforts toward weightlifting and dunking and you must know
here that will lead to?", he inquired. "Fallen arches and ill-proportioned bodies.
Its all very simple." he assured me.
Feigning disbelief I told him I couldn't foresee the problems he described.
"My God, even the Y.M.C.A. approved the ruling," he charged. "Kids from grade
school and up will practice the dunk, build up their legs, and think nothing of shooting
or playmaking. I don't blame them. Fans yell, 'dunk the ball'—they don't scream.
"shoot it from downtown."
"I can see it now," he went on. "Dunk-athons, dunk banners, Gus
Johnson(remember him?) tee-shirts, Mens League of Registered Dunkers, The
Knights of Dunkers. Cut Dunkers.. the list goes on forever."
He had macTe some 'very good points, but now it was my turn: "Dunking," I began.
"can bring excitement back to basketball. Basketball belongs to the big man and as
B-ball returns so wil the disappearing fans. What we should see is more patterned
offence, one directed to setting up the big man and do you know what that should
result in?"
"Broken backboards?", he quipped.
• *No. Higher scoring games. Why slow down a game when your center can stuff the
ball with more than 90% accuracy."
"And that brings up my final argument," he cut in again. "Since the dunk is such a
high percentage shot, there's been talk behind closed doors of revising the scoring
rules."
"As you are well aware, the American Basketball Association awards a player three
points for connecting on a shot from more than 25 feet out and two points for all other
attempts. Well, if this dunk situation gets out of hand, some administrators are
seriously considering giving but one point for a stuff or dunk, two for shots taken
within the 25 foot perimeter and three for those long bombs."
"And that's bad?" I replied rather vehemently.
"You said it". he shot back. "This so-called dream rule could feasibly become'
nothing but a scorekeepers nightmare."
I was through arguing. after all. I just stopped by to borrow a pair of ankle-weights
and a basketball.
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